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Abstract
This study was designed to examine the use of the Internet as a communication tool by
a kindergarten class in a public primary school. It evaluates the needs for communication
between a school and its publics, and especially between teachers and parents, and evalu
ates the use of electronic communication to meet those needs in a timely and cost-efficient
way. The study follows the implementation of electronic communication in a kindergarten
classroom and its use by a teacher and parents. It includes a survey of parents to explore
their interest in communicating with their children's teachers via computer and Internet. It
also applies diffusion theory to the more widespread use of electronic communication by
limited resource organizations such as public schools. It examines resources necessary to
make a shift to electronic communication between parent and teacher and evaluates the
outcome.
The study shows that parents have interest and desire in more communication with
their children's teacher and would welcome the opportunity to do that electronically. It
shows also that most public schools have resources at hand to communicate this way, and
that it is economically viable to do so. Extensive interviews with the implementing teacher
chronicle her year-long journey, and follow-up interviews with parents document how they
felt about the experiment.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This case study examines a school-year-long implementation of the use of the Internet
as a two-way communication tool for public primary schools by a primary school teacher in
Knox County, Tennessee. It focuses on the classroom implementation of computer technol
ogy for communicating with parents of kindergartners and evaluates the interest and ability
of parents in this school to communicate electronically. A primary school was chosen be. cause the beginning of a family-school relationship is an optimum time to establish good
patterns of communication. Parents are getting to know the school system, and a primary
school, which includes grades kindergarten through second, is just beginning to know the
children it serves. These younger chil�en, obviously, are less able to communicate for
themselves. The specific school was chosen because the demographics of the community
made it a good test case - relative affluence inakes it more likely that many families would
have Internet access. This study als� evaluates the need of public schools for two-way
communication with their publics and app�es diffusion theory to the adoption of electronic
communication by parents.

Statement of the Problem.
Public schools are in transition from a tradition of limited, one-way communication in
a closed system to a new paradigm of multiple audiences, with a two-way flow of informa
tion and with a multidimensional public. Parents, particularly, are becoming more involved
with their children's education and progressive schools are creating new ways for parents to
volunteer and to have input. Still, most public schools operate on a very limited budget
Communication efforts are, of necessity, limited by a lack of funding for such traditional
methods as printed brochures or media kits.
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Limited resource organizations such as public schools have important messages to get
out and must learn to receive them as well. As Internet technology continues to diffuse
among the American public, it offers a new way for schools to use resources they already
have to meet goals of parent-school communication. The ultimate beneficiaries, of course,
are young children - many of whom have parents working and commuting away from
home for 10 hours or more each day. Their parents aren't available for consultation during
regular school hours. Changing family structures and greater desire for involvement on the
part of parents demand change from schools to best meet the needs of busy families.
In order to assess the viability of electronic communication as a communication
tool between home and school, certain questions must be answered:
1. Is there a real need for more communication between school and community and
especially between parents and teachers?
2. Is Internet communication economically viable for public schools?
3. Are parents interested in and equipped to communicate in this way?
4. How can a primary school teacher, using resources at hand, enhance home-school
communication by addition of electronic communication?
5. How do parents use such communication and does it meet the family's needs?
Methodology
Robert K. Ym, in his Case Study Research Design and Methods, maintains that a case
study is a useful research strategy when studying a decision (or set of decisions), why they
were made, how they were implemented, and with what result. (Yin, p.23). He defines a
case study as: an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its
real-life context when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly
evident and in which multiple sources of evidence are used.
This thesis sets out to study a set of decisions to begin communicating with parents of
2
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kindergartners in a public primary school via the Internet and email - certainly a contem
porary phenomenon

- within the real-life and real-time context of a school year. Though

individuals and organizations are implementing Internet communication as a norm at breath
taking speed across America, public schools are, at the beginning of the 21st century, just
beginning to take steps in that direction. Much literature exists on the use of computer
technology as a teaching aid, but little exists on its use as a communication method in a
public school setting.
The case study method is particularly useful for assessing information from a variety
of sources. Unlike an experiment which, as Yin points out, "deliberately divorces a phe
nomenon from its context so that attention can be focused on a few variables," a case study
is all about context. (Yin, p.�) An effective survey must limit variables to a manageable
amount, and history research cannot deal with contemporary events. But a case study can
cast a broad net in examining contemporary phenomena in that it can include both quantita
tive and qualitative data, and can glean information from interviews, documents, observa
tion, and even participation. Application of a case study can be varied:
''The most important (application of case study research) is
to explain the causal links in real-life interventions that are
too complex for the survey or experimental strategies. A sec
ond application is to describe the real-life context in which
an intervention has occurred. Third, an evaluation can ben
efit, again in a descriptive mode, from an illustrative case
study - even a journalistic account - of the intervention
itself. Finally, the case study strategy may be used to explore
those situations in which the intervention being evaluated has
no clear, single set of outcomes. (Yin, p.25)
In this study, the "intervention'' takes the form of communications technology which
was used for the first time as a tool for communication between a teacher and a set of
parents over the course of a school year. Causal links are examined through multifaceted
interviews with parents and teachers, as well as through quantitative data gathered from
A Case Study of the Use of the Internet as a Two-Way Communication Tool In a Tennessee Kindergarten Class
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surveys. It would not have been possible to control elements involved sufficiently for ex
perimental research, and numbers alone could not adequately explain the motive and opin
ions of participants.
The setting of this research is the schoolroom and the home, as well as the teacher's
home and the parents' workplace because communication under study originated in all these
places. Descriptive data were appropriate as a means to evaluate this intervention with so
many variables. This work also contains lengthy, descriptive accounts of the technology
used in schools at the beginning of the century, which may be of use to future researchers.
The outcomes of the intervention are multifaceted in that the goals included benefits to
parents, teachers, students, and the environment. The long-term benefits to each probably
can't be determined from one school-year's worth of study, but the study of one case can
contribute to the overall body of knowledge on a subject that was relatively new in 2001.
Several strategies were used to study the implementation of computer technology for
communication in a school setting. This thesis uses secondary data from school web pages
and public documents, and primary data gained from personal and phone interviews with
teacher and parents, participant observation, from a structured interview survey of parents
in the participating classroom, as well as a sampling of parents throughout the school. The
researcher surveyed the web presence of public primary schools in Knox County, Tennes
see at a specific point in time, and also assessed community demographics by examining
attendance rates and a percentage of free and reduced price lunches served at county schools.
The innovating teacher was interviewed weekly or twice-weekly during the earliest
phases of implementation - the first 18 weeks of the school year. Thereafter, she was
interviewed two to three times a month for the rest of the school year. The researcher was a
participant observer in that she helped train the teacher in use of Internet technology while
observing its implementation and affect on the teacher's communication with parents.
In addition, at the end of the school year, the researcher conducted a follow-up set of
4
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structured interviews to assess parental use and satisfaction with electronic communication
and with the implementing teacher's use of it. It was similar in detail to a preliminary
survey of parents school-wide which is described in detail below, but was limited to parents
with children in the case study class. To gain more descriptive data, the researcher also
conducted an in-depth interview with a parent from the participating class, chosen at ran
dom from a group of parents who had older children as a basis for comparison.
Near the beginning of the school year, the researcher and a small group of graduate
students from the University of Tennessee conducted a sampling of pa.rents throughout the
school, with the permission of the school principal and the Knox County Board of Educa
tion, to assess parent interest in home-school communication and in parent interest and
ability to communicate electronically. Specific methodology is explained next.
Written permission to conduct the school-wide survey was requested and obtained
from central administration of the Knox County School system (see Appendix A). The
school population included 236 students in kindergarten, 256 in first grade, and 273 in
second grade. The average class size was 21 students. Special education students, housed
in self-contained classes, were not included in this population, as their parents' communica
tion needs could be significantly different.
Three classes were chosen from each grade level, kindergarten, first grade, and second
grade, to participate in the study in expectation of obtaining 100 completed surveys from
approximately 189 families. Due to limitations set by the school principal, teachers volun
teered to participate and this method was used to decide which classes would receive the
surveys. However, because students are randomly assigned to classes, the researchers felt
the sample would reflect a randomized selection method and therefore give an accurate
portrayal of the school as a whole. Students are randomly assigned to classes, with excep
tions of placement to balance the number of males and females in each class and placement
arranged to obtain equal distribution of ages in each class. School policy dictates that neiA Case Study of the Use of the Internet as a Two-Way Communication Tool In a Tennessee Kindergarten Class
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ther teachers nor parents may request a child's class assignment
The researchers used a 22-question, written survey instrument (see Appendix B) to
obtain information. The instrument was designed in a two-column, four-page format with
graphical elements. Questions were arranged in four short sections: the first asked about
parents' communication with their child's teacher; the second requested information about
computer, Internet and email access; the third asked questions to measure parents' interest
in electronic vs. traditional communication; and the fourth included simple demographic
information. The last page was purposefully designed to contain no survey questions so that
parents could fold and seal their survey with no responses showing. This helped ensure
privacy for the parent to encourage candid response. The survey instrument contained a
combination of forced choice, Likert scale, and open-ended questions chosen to elicit the
desired information and also based on tests the researchers wished to run on the data.
The surveys were sent home to 190 parents via their child's backpack, which parents
of younger children check frequently. The school uses backpacks as a primary communica
tion conduit Included with the survey was a cover letter explaining the purpose for the
study and asking the parents to return their responses within two days. The surveys were
delivered to the school on a Tuesday and given to teachers, who in tum distributed them to
the children to take home on Wednesday. All parents were assured of confidentiality of
their responses and no names were requested. Parents were requested to complete only one
survey if they had more than one child in the school. To try to ensure a good response rate,
a small reward (a sticker or candy) was given to each child who returned a completed
survey and both parent and child were made aware of the reward. Additionally, parents
could request a copy of the final survey report and were told that results would be shared
with school administration.
Once a child returned a survey, the student or teacher placed it in a large envelope. The
researchers went back to the school on both Thursday and Friday to collect surveys. All
e
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class envelopes were labeled/coded for grade level.
In this project the researchers defined traditional communication as communication
between parent and teacher that relies on notes passed via the child, scheduled appoint
ments, unscheduled drop-ins, and phone usage. Electronic communication was defined as
communication between parent _and teacher that uses email and the Internet (websites).
These definitions apply to the body of this case study as well.
The combination of background research, interviews, surveys, observation, and docu
mentation in this case study work together to provide a clear picture of an interve�tion in a
specific place and within a finite period of time. Yin (p.135) says documentation must begin
early in the analytic process of a case study. In this case, documentation began immediately
and analysis was ongoing throughout the year in an effort to be sure all pertinent sources of
information were considered and that data was gathered and documented appropriately.
He also suggests a validating procedure of letting participants see preliminary reports
as a means of gathering further input based on reactions to gathered data. (Yin, p.137) This
gives participants the opportunity to corroborate essential facts and increases the construct
validity of the case study. In this instance, a copy of the school-wide report was made
available to parents, administrators, and teachers. In addition, the teacher was asked to
review comments and reactions attributed to her. While all parties seemed interested in the
opportunity to review, no substantial changes or revisions were suggested by any partici
pant Written comments from parents were reviewed by both the researcher and a coder
who helped with data entry.
An "exemplary" case study should be significant, Yin says, in that the case under study
should be unusual and of interest to the public and/or that the underlying issues of national
importance in terms of policy and/or practice. The literature review section addresses -scw
eral of these issues.
The c�e study is organized as follows. It contains six chapters. The introduction (ChapA Case Study of the Use of the Internet as a Two-Way Communication Tool In a Tennessee Kindergarten Class
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ter 1) establishes the significance of and need for research in this area and provides an
overview of the research. Chapter II describes the school situation and details the resources
available and how they were utilized. The third chapter reviews literature on contemporary
school communication issues as well as on computer resources available inAmerican schools.
It discusses diffusion of computer technology in American homes. The case analysis is in
Chapter IV, and Chapter V looks at the effect on teacher and parents. Chapter VI evaluates
findings of the study as a whole and provides conclusions.

8
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Chapter II
Background/Description
Tennesseans have a strong sense of regional identity and consider the state to be al
most three states in one. Rather than the usual descriptive use of directional titles for re
gions, Tennessee calls its three grand divisions East, Middle and West, rather than eastern,
middle, and western, to denote a precise sense of place. Knox County is in East Tennessee,
an area of the Southern Appalachian mountains adjacent to Great Smoky Mountains Na
tional Park. The hub of the western frontier in the 1700s, Knox County was settled in great
part by Revolutionary War soldiers who were the recipients of land grants in lieu of cash
payment. (Dykeman, p. 190) Its lists of 'firsts' includes being the first capital of Tennessee
(1796), ''first and principal stronghold of Union sympathy within the Confederacy itself,"
and neighbor to the site of the development of the first atomic bomb in Oak Ridge."
(Creekmore, p.vi).
The city of Knoxville is Knox County's governmental seat and it is surrounded by
numerous suburbs, some rural areas, and one small, incorporated city. It is home to the
University of Tennessee, an early land-grant institution which averages 25,000 students,
and to the Tennessee Valley Authority. The New Deal era agency made Knoxville ''the
center of a star composed of five TVA lakes . . . all within 25 miles . . . with a total surface area
of 11 5,320 acres." (Creekmore, p.264) "Known today largely as a college town, Knoxville
is the third-largest and least famous city in Tennessee. Dispersed into interstate clusters,
Knoxville at the end of the twentieth century has become one ofAmerica's more suburbanized
cities, sustaining hundreds of chain stores and restaurants and nondescript modem subdivi
sions." (Neely, p. 1 5)
A single school system oversees all public education for grades kindergarten through
12 in Knox County. It is governed by a nine-member, elected, board of education and by a
A Case Study of the Use of the Internet as a Two.Way Communication Tool In a Tennessee Kindergarten Ctass
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superintendent of schools appointed by that board. The Knox County School System in
cludes 86 schools serving 51,708 students, 3,298 teachers and 257 administrators. The stu
dent population is &3.8 percent white, 13.4 percent black, with one percent Asian, and point
two percent Native American. (Note: all Knox County School statistics come from the
Tennessee Education Report Card for the year 2000.)
In the system as a whole, 27.4 percent of students receive free or reduced price meals
based on economic need. Knox County teachers earn an average of $36,715 per year, slightly
above the state average of $36,328, but still significantly below the national average of
$41,575. The school system's funding sources are as follows: 57.9 percent local dollars (as
compared to 42.7 percent local funds for other state school systems), 35.2 percent state
dollars (as compared to 48.0 percent for other systems in Tennessee), and 6.9 percent fed
eral dollars (as compared to a 9.2 percent state average). The state's evaluation system
ranks student performance in grades kindergarten through five in six subject area. Knox
County students scored above average in five categories and average in the sixth. (Tennes
see Education Report Card, 2000)
For this study, a Knox County school system primary school (serving grades kinder
garten through second) was chosen based on demographics. The chosen school, hereafter
referred to as "the school," had fewer than 10 percent of students who received free or
reduced priced lunches, as opposed to a system average of 27.4 percent at the beginning of
the decade. Some elementary schools in the county had rates as high as 85 percent. The
school in this study was especially appropriate for study because higher income correlates
with increased likelihood of lntemet use by families, which will be discussed further in the
literature review section. Relative community wealth and a high level of family involve
ment in the school made the school a good test case for Internet use for communication
purposes between school and home.
The Knox County Board of Education agreed to allow a student project that would
10
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survey a group of parents with children in this school to asses their interest in and ability to
communicate via Internet. As a condition of this permission, the researcher agreed to iden
tify the school only as "a Knox County school." To comply with this agreement, some
statistics that might specifically identify the school have been rounded or approximated.
For case study research, full identification of all participants is optimum. (Yin, p. 136) Dis
closure helps the reader to integrate knowledge gained from reading ongoing research, and
it is helpful for critique of research in that infonnation can more readily be cross checked.
However, Yin says, anonymity may be necessary in cases that are controversial, when there
is a need to protect participants, or when disclosure might affect the future activity of the
group or persons being studied. (Yin, p.137) In this case, the school system didn't specify a
reason. The researcher surmised the policy might encourage schools to participate in re
search with the knowledge they wouldn't be singled out for negative reactions, and to limit
comparisons among schools in the system. In this particular study, knowledge of the area as
a whole, the school system as a whole, and of the demographics of the school in the study
gives both the reader and reviewer of this case some basis for comparison.
The researcher began work at the school at the beginning of the 2000-2001 academic
year in August 2000. She met with a kindergarten teacher who wished to begin communi
cating with her students' families via computer. The teacher had three computers in her
classroom, all with high-speed Internet connections, and a personal laptop computer that
she would use from home as part of the project. While knowledgeable about computers and
about basic email and Internet use, she had little knowledge of web publishing and no
definite plans in how to proceed. The researcher was a participant observer in that she
agreed to train the teacher to do web publishing and to serve as an unpaid computer consult
ant throughout the school year. In return, the researcher would be allowed to observe and
document the process throughout the school year.
As part of a research class project under the direction of Dr. Herbert Howard, the
A Case Study of the Use of the Internet as a Two-Way Communication Tool In a Tennessee Kindergarten Class
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researcher and four classmates undertook a school-wide survey to gauge parental interest in
communication with teachers as well as the interest and ability of parens to communicate
via email and Internet. (Gary, et al.) The survey raised questions for additional research and
pointed to the need for more descriptive and qualitative data, as well as the need for a
comprehensive study of the case as a whole. Elements would include background research
into communication theory, public relations models, school use of technology, and school
community relations. The follow-up work with parents and teacher, including observation
and in-depth interviews, provided new data to broaden the earlier research and to form a
basis for a complete case study.
The researcher met with the teacher weekly, sometimes more, and talked with her by
phone an average of twice a week throughout the first half of the academic year. In the
second half of the year, she met �ith the teacher approximately twice a month and con
sulted by phone and email on an as-needed basis. The participating teacher spoke candidly
with the researcher about her expectations, progress, and plans for the project, and made
herself available whenever asked.
Teacher and researcher met initially in mid-August to discuss the project They as
sessed software and hardware availability, the need for a server for a classroom website,
and made a general outline of the infonnation the teacher wished to include. The researcher
coached the teacher in dealing with service providers and overcoming computer glitches.

Resources
Hardware- The school has a school-wide Ethernet system in place and available in
every classroom. In addition, each classroom has at least one Apple Macintosh computer
available. The teacher had three Macintosh computers in her classroom that were capable of
supporting web work, a scanner, a digital camera, and a personal laptop Macintosh that
would allow her to work from home.
12
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Servers-The school had Internet access through a state_ system, though no server
spa�e was available for web page location. Each teacher did have email available and the
teacher had a personal e�l account as well. The school had a brochure-type homepage
that had been completed by a student intern and a volunteer a· couple of years previously. It
had not been maintained or updated.
Software-Each of the newest computers in school classrooms, Apple iMacs, came
with Adobe PageMill software which is used to create web pages. In addition, the teacher
involve<:f with the project had a copy of Adobe Photoshop LE which could be used to ma
nipulate graphics for the web. (Although free graphic manipulation programs are available,
none offer a full range of capabilities, causing the user to need to learn multiple programs.
The use of Photoshop, though more complex, seemed a good investment of time and ·re
sources.) The student researcher obtained a copy of Fetch software, which is shareware, to
aid in uploading completed web pages to a server.
Web Page Host Server-The existing school web page was hosted by KORRNEf,
the Knoxville-Oak Ridge Regional Network, a nonprofit organization _that provides free
email to anyone in the multi-county area it serves, as well as free server space for nonprofit
organizations. The student aided the teacher in conversations with KORRNET _through which
she obtained permission to place her class website on its server at no cost. KORRNEf ·
provided uplink information with which to set up a file transfer program.
Time-The teacher was willing to commit a fairly substantial amount of time to learn
ing about and establishing· a classroom web page with the understanding that, once estab
lished, the site would be updated in a minimum of time. She and the researcher maintained
regular, weekly meetings, as well as phone and email contact that ranged from 10 hours to
.

.

three hours total time each week throughout the establishment phase.
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Parental Involvement
The teacher expected a high level of parental interest in the web project and also in
communicating via email. At a nighttime parent meeting early in the school year, she an
nounced the project and asked that parents fill out a form containing the following informa
tion: email address(es) at which they would like to receive mail from her, and written per
mission for their child's photograph to appear on a class web page as long as no last names
were used. Of 21 children in the class at that time, 19 families had an email address. (As the
school year progressed, two students left the school and three new students were added to
the class. Each new family also agreed to participate.) Every family gave permission for
their child's likeness to be used on the classroom website. At the same meeting, the teacher
asked parents to watch for and return a related survey in the next few weeks.
Anecdotal evidence confirmed, in the first few weeks of school, her belief in parental
interest. This will be discussed further in the reactions and conclusions sections.

Organizing the Class Web Page
To get the project started, the teacher, outlined basic information she thought would be
useful for a classroom website. This included pages explaining teaching philosophy, basic
curriculum, fieldtrips, student projects, artwork, a weekly newsletter, a monthly calendar,
photos, a "special kid of the week page," parent links and pages for other special events.
Many of these pages would replace routine paper communication between school and home,
although paper copies would still be sent to the two families without web access. (For a
thorough sampling of the class website, see Appendix D.)
The workflow for this project involved much up-front time in learning software and
experimenting with design. The student consultant encouraged the teacher to adopt simple
and direct organizational styles that would make information easy to find and fast to down
load for the end user. They examined each page for download time based on a standard 28.8
modem, two steps down from the current standard of 56.6.
14
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In addition, the teacher sought outside resources such as web pages of scientific orga
nizations that she could use to further enrich her students. She included such links in the
weekly online newsletter and in email messages.
Parental response to photos of the children at work and play were overwhelmingly
positive, the teacher reported. In response to that, she tried to use her digital camera at least
once each week to provide updated images. These photographs were manipulated in Adobe
Photoshop to maximize their graphic potential while minimizing download time. A typical
image was about three inches by two inches in JPEG format, and smaller than IOOK.
By using examples of other websites that display professional and current design stan
dards, the teacher/student team developed a suitable overall design for the site. A "hand- ·
writing" type font called Comic Sans was chosen for most pages because it looked like the
handwriting of a younger child, yet was easy to read. Page design included use of tables to
group graphic elements in a pleasing way that best utilized the capabilities ofAdobe PageMill
and offered the best access by users of various br�wsers. Frames were avoided as they are
not as universal for all end users.
The student consultant coached the teacher in more advanced uses of the software and
developed "archiving" techniques for ongoing features such as the weekly newsletter.
By early December, the classroom site had grown to some 40 pages, 16 of which were
weekly newsletters, and included 45 graphic images. By the end of the school year, the site
had been updated regularly to include 61 pages and 115 graphic images.
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Chapter III
Literature Review
In order to properly evaluate this case, it is necessary to look at previous research on
several related topics. First, we need to understand basic communication theory as it relates
to the flow of messages between organizations and individuals. This includes the applica
tion of public relations models to specific situations.
Second, schools, like most organizations, must communicate with their publics. Many
school systems have public relations professionals on staff, and the National School Public
Relations Association exists to study and support public relations practitioners in school
settings. In addition, governmental organizations, private groups, and university research
ers study schools, communities, and public policy trends. It is useful to understand current
thought on the communicating relationships between schools and their communities, espe
cially with parents.
Third, it is generally known that most American schools make some use of computers.
But how are computers used in American public schools? Are they connected to the Inter
net? And what percentage of schools have computers and Internet connections?
Fourth, if schools do have computer resources at hand, what is the economic impact of
using them for communication purposes? Public school funding problems are a well-known
and widespread phenomenon, so cost-effectiveness must be considered.
Fifth, even if schools did want more communication with families and communities,
and were equipped to do so in a cost-effective way using electronic means, how would
families react? Is it reasonable to assume that some American homes are equipped to com
municate via computer and Internet? Following is background on these five topics.
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Communication Theory, Public Relations Models
At its most basic level, all communication must contain three elements: a source or
sender, the message itself, and a destination or receiver. (Cutlip, p.400) The interplay among
those three elements has been the source of much thought and research. Early 20th century
"bullet" and "hypodermic needle" theories construed the mass media as an all powerful
force directing a message to a willing and impressionable receiver. Propaganda study was
especially popular just after World War I when many Americans truly feared its power.
More modem theories recognize some autonomy on the part of the receiver.
Communication (human communication at least) is something
people do. It has no life of its own. There is no magic about it
except what people in the communication relationship put
into it. . . .When one studies communication, therefore, one
studies people - relating to each other and to their groups,
organizations, and societies, influencing each other, being
influenced, infonning and being informed, teaching and be
ing taught, entertaining and being entertained - by means of
certain signs which exist separately from either of them. To
understand the human communication process one must un
derstand how people relate to each other. (Schramm, p. 17)
Schramm's idea of communication is a two-way process model "in which sender and
receiver operate within the contexts of their respective frames of reference, their relation
ship, and the social situation.'' (Cutlip, p.229) When the model is asymmetrical, one party
has more "power" than the other to persuade. A two-way symmetrical model, often used to
describe an ideal model of public relations, involves a relationship in which both parties are
senders, both are receivers, and their power to sway is roughly equal.
For an organization, a systems approach to relating with publics means •Considering
that the organization does not operate in a vacuum, but rather is part of a system of interact
ing and overlapping groups. (Cutlip, p.206) A school, for instance, is a system with groups
including parents, teachers, administrators, support staff, vendors, administrative boards,
regulatory authorities and legislative groups. A closed system is one in which no informa
tion or energy is exchanged among groups. An open systems approach means that the groups
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"exchange inputs and outputs through boundaries that are permeable." Since organizations
can't be completely open or closed, they are either relatively open or relatively closed.
(Cutlip, p.212).
Communication theory and public relations models are all well and good, but how do
they apply to the more personal communication between a teacher and parent? How do they
work in a world that is increasingly digital and with constantly changing communication
media? Communication scholar Everett Rogers says the old tradition of separating interper
sonal and mass communication for purposes of understanding is not only passe' but in
creasingly so in the digital communication era. "Because most individuals use both mass
media channels and interpersonal communication channels for interrelated purposes, the
total process of human communication cannot be adequately understood by only one of the
two subdisciplines . ... The new communication technologies of the 1990s are interactive.
They cannot be classified as either mass communication or interpersonal communication."
(Rogers, 1999, p.627)

School Communication
The idea that a school has communication needs is not new. A national organization,
the National School Public Relations Association (NSPRA), has provided school commu
nication training and services in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Dependent Schools
worldwide since 1935. "NSPRA's mission is to advance education through responsible com
munication. (It) accomplishes that mission through a variety of diverse services that (for)
members and to other school leaders who contract with or buy from (NSPRA). With 60
years of experience, (it has) a reputation in the field for practical approaches to solving
school district and agency communication problems." With about 40 chapters at the begin
ning of the decade, the organization provides workshop assistance to school districts, state
departments of education, regional service agencies, and state and national associations,
18
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. "including research-based communication audits to analyze the communication flow, tar
geting, content, and effectiveness of their communication messages." (NSPRA 2001)
Research in individual school districts is warranted since school and community needs
differ. Because public schools are administered on a local level, and because local adminis
tration tends to reflect differences in community values, demographics, and priorities, pub
lic schools cannot easily be lumped together for comparison. However, it is possible to
measure nationwide trends and much research is devoted to this work. One major trend in
the past couple of decades is the move away from school autonomy to a model of commu
nity cooperation, with more community and family involvement in schools.
Teachers and administrators, often overworked and underpaid, are not always open to
public input as part of an open system, but school public relations practitioners and policy
analysis research suggest it is not only vital, but is the wave of the future.
''The difference between this public and that of earlier generations is that people today
want to be a part of any changes that are planned at their local schools." (Carlsmith, et al.,
p.4) "According to one district's public relations specialist, the biggest mistake school pub
lic relations staff can make is to talk at people. She says, 'If the �essage is not getting
across, the answer is not to buy a bigger megaphone.'" (Carlsmith, et al., p.4)
Schools must "recognize the need for community conversations," (Kleinz, p.1) Con
versations mean that the talk flows in both directions. "Schools often think they are com
municating when they tell the community what they need or what they plan to do. Engage
ment involves a different kind of communication - a two-way conversation between people
in the community and its schools."
NSPRA encourages its member schools to respond to criticisms of schools by helping
the critics to become more involved. " .. . most people have not witnessed the positive, daily
learning that is going on in our schools. Many of our harshest critics have not been in a
· public elementary school for many years - even decades. However, some parents who do
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participate in our schools have not been given the opportunity to see meaningful learning
talcing place. That's our fault, and we have to get better at providing those opportunities."
(Bagin, p.2)
The benefits of parental involvement in student achievement are reasonably well-docu
mented. Kirschenbaum says the old paradigm of school-family communication included:
occasional communication, a limited variety of methods, one-way communication from
school to home, and was culturally and linguistically homogeneous. The newer paradigm,
which is necessary to building partnerships, includes: frequent communication, a wider
variety of methods, two-way communication flow, and is culturally and linguistically sen
sitive. (Kirschenbaum, p.3)
Many schools now encourage "home-to-school communication to empower parents to
communicate regularly with the teachers staff about how the school can be more effective
in educating their children." (Kirschenbaum, pgs. 3-4)
Such methods include:
•Written communications such as letters from teacher and school, often with a section
for the parent's response; newsletters from the teacher and school; a school calendar filled
with useful information; information booklets and pamphlets.
•Phone calls by the teacher, principal or parent liaison - not just when there are prob
lems but also to share good news about the students' accomplishments and encourage par
ent attendance at upcoming events.
•Using technology to enhance communication, including creative use of voice mail
and voice messaging, homework hotlines, email, and school websites.
•Home visits by the teacher, principal, or parent liaison.
In addition, school and community relations are changing. Kirschenbaum reports that
the old paradigm of "give us the money and leave us alone" attitude on the part of the
school system is changing to "it takes a village to raise a child." (Kirschenbaum, p.7) This
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transcends the "rigid, relatively impermeable boundary between school and community"
of the past. But is this just another case of 'new math'? Is school/community/family col
laboration just another fad? Kirschenbaum says no.
"Certainly some aspects of school-family-community collaboration practiced today
will be seen by history as short-lived experiments. It would be a mistake to place too much
emphasis on any single method or technique . . . as a permanent part of the future of school,
family, and community collaboration ... it is also true that the modem partnership move
ment has taken on a life of its own in the past two decades. While it began in the early
Reagan administration, it has developed steadily under both Republican and Democratic
administrations. It is a movement that has brought together both conservative and liberal
forces in education and society to an unusual degree and shows no sign of diminishing
soon." (Kirschenbaum, p. 12)
All that community interest, and especially parent interest, is good for young students.
"We may point to research that shows bow the great majority of parents do care and how the
evidence suggests that school policies and teacher practices are more important than race,
parent education, family size, marital status, and even grade level in determining whether
parents continue to be part of their children's education." (Epstein, p.3)
At the heart of public relations advice for public schools at the beginning of the century is this

advice from NSPRA:
Public relations needs to be in the public's interest. It needs to
be grounded in solid two-way communication techniques and
used as a vehicle to build trust, confidence and support for
doing the best for all children in our schools. NSPRA firmly
believes that school systems and schools have a Public Re
sponsibility to tell parents and taxpayers how the schools are
spending their money, and seeking their insight on helping
the school district deliver high quality and an efficient educa
tional program. The public has a right to know and be en
gaged in their schools. (NSPRA, Getting a Public Relations
Program Started, 2000)
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If many educators and researchers are in agreement that more communication is nec
essary between home and school and community and school, and that such communication
must be two-way, how should this best be accomplished? The specific audience must be
considered. "Each community is different, and the process for engaging its members in
conversation should be developed based on the nature and needs of the community. .. . con
siderations include the demographics of the community." (Kleinz. p.3)

School Use of Computers
Just as other organizations are doing, public schools make use of computers. The United
States Department of Education (USDE) has been keeping statistics on computer and Inter
net use in public schools since 1994 through its National Center for Education Statistics
(NCES). Its 1999 survey indicated that 99 percent of regular, full-time public school teach. ers have access to computers somewhere in their schools.
Internet access is high, too. NCES reports that 95 percent of public schools were con
nected to the Internet in the fall of 1999, up six percentage pings from 1998. In 1994, on 35
percent of public schools had an Internet connection.
Schools currently make use of classroom computers primarily for recordkeeping, re
search and instruction purposes. But the same computers that access web information for
children can also be used to communicate with children and their families.
Any computer with word processing capabilities can be used to author hyper-text markup
language (lITML) to create Internet p.s, and most semi-modem computers can support
HTML authoring software which writes such code automatically. Apple computers were
prevalent in public schools in the late 20th and early 21st century, and many Apple Macintosh
models have, come pre-loaded with Adobe PageMill, a consumer-oriented web authoring
software. HTML is not platform. specific, that is, code authored on any computer (Mac,
DOS, etc.) can be opened and read by an HfML browser (such as Netscape Navigator or
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Microsoft Explorer). Software to manipulate art and images, also necessary for web page
development, is often available as shareware, as are file transfer protocol (FfP) applica
tions such as Fetch. The raw materials to create and upload a web page are readily and
_cheaply available to most U.S. public schools.
The use of computers for communication purposes, in general, has been described as
"the biggest change in communication in the last 40 years (since the advent of television)."
(Severin, et al., p.366) The world-wide network of computer networks now known as the
Internet grew from national defense work in the 1960s. Individuals began to use the net
work in the 1980s, and between 1995 and 1999, "the number of host computers increased
from 5.9 million to 43.2 million." Widespread use of this means of communication has
caused fundamental changes. ''The Internet provides the means for practically anyone to
become a publisher on a worldwide basis, in itself a revolutionary development It also
gives great power to the individual audience member, who can find information previously
not available and exert control over which messages he or she will be exposed to." (Severin,
et al., pgs.366-367)
.Economics of Internet vs. Traditional Publishing
Economics also comes into play in Internet publishing. As the above shows, most
public schools have and/or could easily and cheaply obtained the basic tools necessary for
web publishing. Past that, so long as storage space is available on a server, the only limita
tion to web publishing is time and training.
Traditional publishing methods are much more limiting in dollar terms. Paper printing
costs are based on the quality and quantity of inks and papers used, and the number and
types of colored inks used. Artwork is another factor. High quality, high resolution (1,200
dots per inch or better) images must be used and cost varies with the number and sizes of
color photographs that must be color-separated (broken down into a tiny patter of colored
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dots that allow a full-color photograph to be printed with only four inks, cyan (pure blue),
magenta (pure red), yellow (pure yellow) and black.) In addition, pre-:-press work by the
printer or a service bureau is often necessary to make computer files compatible with the
printing process. Then there is the actual cost of labor involved with printing, collating,
folding, binding, transporting, storing, and mailing.
An article on newsletter printing cost estimates by Smartbiz.com illustrates the ex
pense involved. An eight-page newsletter with two colors_ of ink (typically black and one
accent color) with 5,000 copies would cost around $ 1,600 or 32 cents per piece in most
markets. (Smartbiz.com website) This relatively simple format contains no full-color illus
trations and is limited in size. A reprint would cost nearly as much. And the estimated cost
does not include any charges related to distribution. .
In contrast, an online newsletter could be as many pages as the publisher desired, with
as many full-color illustrations as the publisher desired, at no cost except for the initial
equipment and software investment, which is already covered for most public schools. Be
cause current Internet resolution is only 72 dots per inch (as opposed to a minimum of 1,200
for a good quality printed piece) smaller and lower quality images may be used, such as
those produced by the least expensive digital _ cameras and photographs scanned with the
least expensive scanners. And updates or corrections are no problem. A quick-fix can be
uploaded to the server in a matter of minutes.
There ts no "cost per piece" in Internet publishing, because the same page can be
viewed by an unlimited number of people over time with no distribution costs and no mail
ing list to upkeep. Anyone who can firid the page can use it.
It can be said that Internet publishing transfers part of the cost to the viewer in that,
instead of paper and ink, the page is viewed via monitor and electricity which the viewer
provides. Internet publishing also offers an economy of time. A page can be published
online as rapidly as it can be thought up, typed up and uploaded. There is no lag time for
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printing or distribution.
However, some rural areas - especially those far from population centers - may
have Internet access only through long distance phone lines. Additional access time would
be an expensive for those communities.

Home Use of Computers - A Diffusion Process
The general public's use of computers and the Internet grew rapidly throughout the
1990s. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, in 19'.Y7 about half the nation's population age
18 and older used computers, which was up from 36 percent in 1993. One in five persons
age three and older had used the Internet. Forty ·seven percent of adults had used computers
either at home (56 million), work (64 million) or school ( 11 million). Of the 56 million
adults who used their computers at home, 8 out of 10 used computers for email or to find
specific information on the World Wide Web (Internet).
Of course, some families don't have Internet access. Some never will. Is the Internet
widespread enough to be useful to a public school in the year 2001? The answer of course,
will vary. New ideas, no matter how "good," are known to diffuse -- or be adopted -- by
some people sooner than others.
Like the ripples produced by a pebble in a pond, diffusion of a new idea or technology
spreads out over time to encompass a wider and wider audience - sometimes at least.
Diffusion of innovation is the concept of how a new idea is adapted and used by various
groups of people over time. Though the concept has existed since the early 20th century,
Everett Rogers' landmark 1962 book, Diffusion ofInnovation, popularized the theory. It has
been applied to everything from anthropology, to business, to rural sociology.A true ''work
horse" theory of communication, diffusion of innovation is widely accepted as a way to
understand the adoption or rejection of a new concept or technology.
Though complex, diffusion theory essentially says that an idea, no matter how useful,
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will be adopted in a roughly S-shaped
curve over time. The first to adopt are a
2.5 percent category called innovators

Diflu,ion of T� lM01llldionl
IXPEIIMINT STATION
COMMEICIAL
H SEAICH

who are always on the lookout for new
ideas and who go directly to the source
to get them. Cosmopolite innovators have
a good education, a wide sphere of influ
ences, and the economic stability to risk
failure. At the far opposite end of the
curve is a 16 percent group called "lag
gards." They have little social interaction,
little education, and make changes only
when they have no other choices, if then.
One step up are the "late majority,"

LAGGARDS

Figure 1. Diffusion process

34 percent who change only after a couple other categories of community leaders have done
so. Next,just past the mean, comes another 34 percent group called "early majority." They '11
never be the first nor the last to change. Above them is the group that change agents work
with most, the 13.5 percent "early adopters. ' They are role models and leaders for the com
munity, a group with higher education who make wise decisions about trying new things.
Innovations in a community typically trickle down through them.
Figure one shows the basic flow as described in the 1972Rogers' book, Social Change
in Rural Society. Though this graphic illustrates agricultural innovation, the same process
applies to any new idea or technology, including the Internet. In fact, much current diffu
sion study is on the topic of the Internet and related new technologies. (Rogers, 1995)
Research by Media Metrix, Inc., bears this out. An August2000 report shows that the fast
est growing segment of households using the Internet is those with less than $25,000 in
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World Wide Web Access by Household Income In the United States
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Figure 2. Web access by income

annual income. (Media Metrix) Though still the smallest segment at 9.7 percent, this group
would typically fall further toward the end of the S-curve of diffusion, an indication that the
Internet is becoming more widely adopted by a variety of households.
For nonprofit organizations such as public schools, this is a good sign. As Internet
usage continues to trickle through society, more and more users will mean more and more
opportunity to communicate in this fast and cost-effective way. Following is a more com
plete look at household usage by income.
The World Wide Web is comprised of users with relatively high annual household
incomes compared to the general U.S. population. Those in the lowest income group repre
sent nearly a third of the total U.S. population but only 9.7 percent of web users, while those
in the highest income group are 18 percent of web users but only 10.5 percent of the U.S.
population. Data in figure two illustrates this and was issued in August 2000. Figure three
shows household income as a percentage of overall population.
Cost plays a role in a variety of ways. Media Metrix contends that decreasing relative
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Household Income In the United
States
As A Percentage
of Overall Population
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Figure 3. Income as percentage of population

cost of computers and the increasing ease of Internet access are encouraging more house
holds to go online. The same $2,000 that bought a 512K computer with dual floppy drives
in the mid-1980s today can buy a computer with a 400 megahertz processor, a 10 gigabyte
hard drive, 128 K of memory, a lOX CD ROM drive and a 56.6 fax modem. As more
business and higher income households upgrade, more used but usable computers flood the
secondary market at prices more attractive to lower income households. And as more busi
nesses begin to use the Internet, more people are exposed to it in the workplace, offering
them a chance to "try out" the technology on a limited basis, another factor in diffusion
adoption theory, and making it more attractive for home use.
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Chapter IV
Analysis of the Case
A review of literature confirms the trend and need for schools to engage in a two-way
flow of communication with the public, and especially with parents, and that it is necessary
to communicate in a way that works well with the demographics of a given community. In
a community that might expect to have high use of email and Internet by families, would
parents be interested in communicating with their child's teacher using those tools? The
case study was infonned by a school-wide survey of parents designed to answer that ques
tion. (Gary, et al, 2000)

School-Wide Parent Survey
In order to ascertain parent interest and ability in receiving electronic communication
with their child's teacher, a written purposive survey was conducted at the participating
school. The survey was designed to answer the following questions:
• Do parents of primary grade students have access to computers, email and the World
Wide Web via the Internet?
• How often and a1?out what do parents communicate with their child's teacher?
• If parents could use email and the Internet to communicate with their child's teacher,
would they, and to what extent?
This research project also sought to analyze possible significant differences in kinder
garten, first, and second grades in regard to parental communication levels (frequency).
The researchers hypothesize (Hl) that there will be a significant difference in present com
munication levels among the three groups. The second hypothesis (H2) is that there will be
a significant difference in desired communication levels among the three groups. The third
hypothesis (H3) is that there will be significant differences in frequency of use of email and
the Internet as communication tools (measured by three different questions) among the
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three groups. Specific methodology is included in chapter one.

Results
Of the 190 surveys distributed, 129 were returned for a response rate of 68 percent.
Anecdotal comments from teachers at the time surveys were collected suggest that the small
treat offered to children played a significant part in the better-than-expected response rate.
The treat also provided some proof that parents with more than one child in the sample
group followed the cover letter's request to fill out only one survey. Anecdotal evidence
from teachers explained that some blank surveys were returned (not included in the 129
completed figure) along with an explanatory note from the parent so that siblings might
also receive the treat. reward.
Researchers found that 89 percent of parents in this sample have access to and use
computers. Eighty-two percent have access to and use email, and 82 percent have access to
and use the Internet/World Wide Web (WWW.) More parents use their computers primarily
at home for email and Web work (59 percent) as compared to primary use at the workplace
(15 percent). An additional 26 percent chose more than one option. See figure four below.

1 00

1 0) Where do you most often use email&www

80
60

40

�
Std. Dav = .40
Mean = 1 .20
-----.....----' N ,. 95.00
1 .00

2.00

3.00

59 percent home 1 5 percent work
Figure 4. Where parents use the web
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Traditional Communication Methods
c,rtegory

Percent

others

8.7

by drop In

24.2

appointment

23.2

sending note

36.7

emall

7.4

phone

14.1
100.0

Total responses: 31 1

Figure 5. Traditional methods used by parents

The survey also revealed that 22 percent of parents have a high speed Internet connec
tion (i.e.: LAN, Ethernet, or a dedicated line). Seventy-eight percent of parents use a stan
dard modem for Internet connection, most (49 percent) having a speed of 56.6 K.
The survey asked parents about their current traditional communication methods. The
figure five shows the traditional communication methods parents currently use (parents
could choose as many answers as they felt were relevant.)
The survey asked parents at what frequency level they currently communicate with
their child's teacher. Figure six shows the results.
The survey asked parents at what frequency level they would like to communicate
with their child's teacher, if they could choose a desired amount. Figure seven shows the
desired level of communication.
Current communication frequency with teacher
Time period
2-3 times a school year
once a grading period
once a month
several times a month
several times a week
daily
Total
(2 missing)

. Frequency . Percent
9
7
11
8.5
23
1 7.8
46.5
60
1 7.8
23

1

127

0.8

98.4

Figure 6. Communication frequency
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Desired communication frequency wHh teacher
Time period
2-3 times a school year
once a grading period
once a month
several times a month
several times a week
daily
Total
(9 missing)

. Frequency . Percent
4

3. 1

13

1 0. 1

40
4
1 26 .

31
3.1
97.7

8

57

6.2

44.2

Figure 7. Desired communication frequency

While small, these figures do show some difference between current and desired com
munication level. Most notable is the "several times a week'' group with a current figure of
17.8 percent but a desired figure of 3 1 percent. Another 17.8 percent say they currently
communicate just once a month, but only 10.1 percent say they wish to communicate just
once a month.
The survey asked which issues parents currently communicate about with their child's
teacher. (Parents could choose as many responses as relevant.) Figure eight shows the cur
rent communication content (what issues do parents discuss with their child's teacher.)
Current Content of Communication
Category tabet

Percent

Others

5.2

class activities

1 2.2

general Info

17.7

child's behavior

20.9

lesson & homework

21 .8

attendance

6.1

grade

1 6.1

Total responses: 441

1 00.0

Figure 8. Current communication content
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Desired Content of Communication

Category

Percent

Others

4.0

class activities

12.5

general Info

16.8

child's behavior

19.3

lesson & homework

22.3

attendance

7.9

grades

17.2

Total responses: 471

100.0

Figure 9. Desired communication content

The survey asked parents about issues they would they like to discuss with their child's
teacher if they could communicate about any issue. Figure nine below shows the desired
communication content.
The survey also asked if parents would allow their child's picture to be used on a class
web site if only first names were used (no last names). Some 61 percent of parents replied
"probably yes."
Parents were asked which method of communication they preferred, traditional, elec
tronic, or a combination of the two. Figure 1 0 shows the results.
1 7) Desired communication choice
100
80
60

Std. Dev • .75
Mean • 2.62
N "' 125.00

0

1.17

traditional

2.00

electronic

2.83

both

Figure 10. Desired communication method
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As previously stated, the researchers wanted to test for significant differences among
kindergarten, first, and second grade parents in regards to communication levels (frequency).
Of 129 total, 59 surveys were kindergarten, 51 first grade and 19 second grade. Due to the
extremely small response rate of second grade parents, two groups were made for compari
son purposes. The first and second grade parents' results were collapsed to make one group,
and kindergarten was kept as its own group for all T-tests. Teachers in the school indicate a
likelihood that kindergarten parents would have a greater need for communication than
parents of older children.
Hl was accepted (t=.000; p<.05). There were significant differences between the kin
dergarten group and the first/second grade group of parents in regard to present communi
cation levels. H2 was rejected (t=.185; p<.05). There were no significant differences be
tween the two groups in regard to desired communication levels. H3 was also rejected
(t=.620, t=332, t=.236; p<.05). Using three questions in the survey that measured interest
levels in using email and the Internet as communication tools, the t-test found no significant
differences between the two groups of parents.

School-Wide Parent Survey Research Conclusions
As the results show, the sample of parents of primary age students from the school
have a high level of access to computers (89 percent), and the use of email and the Internet
is also very high (82 percent). As stated previously, the generally high�income level and
high education level of the population in that area may be a reason for this.
T-tests revealed a significant difference in the two parental groups in regard to current
communication frequency. Although a T-test cannot draw conclusions about directionality,
simple percentages indicate that the kindergarten parent group has a higher frequency of
communication. This could be useful to schools in determining how much communication
parents of kindergartners or first and second graders want.
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Hypotheses 2 and 3 were both rejected, indicating no significant 'differences among
parental groups in regard to desired communication frequency and frequency of Internet/
email use as communication tools. Perhaps because these questions are hypothetical in
nature, projected responses from each parent group were similar.
The school can use the survey results when planning and designing electronic commu
nication tools in the future to better meet the needs of busy families for two-way communi
cation. For instance, _the percentage of parents with high-speed Internet access and higher
speed modems (56.6K was the mode, and this is currently the fastest modem available to
consumers) indicate an ability to receive photographs and other graphics as part of commu
nication with teachers. However, teachers may want to consider offering graphics-free al
ternative web pages for those parents · with slower connection speeds, which could be done
with very little extra work.
Parents do have some interest in photographs of school activities, as indicated by the
61 percent of parents who say they probably would give pennission for their child's picture
to appear on a class web page if no last names were used. This may be another example of
difference in response to "hypothetical" versus "real" questions, because the teacher with a
web site had 100 percent participation rate when parents in her class were asked for similar
permission. Information about viewing frequency could be used to plan timely updates and
figures on preferred content could shape information planning.
Of the 33 regular classroom teachers at this school, all have access to computers ca
pable of supporting web page construction. The survey suggests that some teachers cur
rently use email to communicate with parents, as 7.4 percent report communicating that
way now.
Survey results suggest parents are interested in using electronic communication to
correspond with teachers, a fact that teachers and administrators might also consider in
future planning. Some 55 percent of parents say they would view a class web page daily or
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several times a week. Some 22.5 percent say they would email with their child's teacher
several times a week (24 percent answered several times a month). If given a choice, 76
percent of parents prefer a combination of electronic and traditional communication meth
_ods while only 15.5 percent prefer traditional methods alone. The group that prefers tradi
tional methods alone likely includes the 11 percent who do not have computer access.
While results obtained from this one school would not be externally valid, even among
other schools in Knox County, further research might draw a firm correlation among schools
with similar demographics.

Reorganizing the Site
Based on survey responses, The teacher chose to limit the use of graphic images on
any one page. If a special event, such as a field trip, warranted a photo essay or series of
photos, those were accessed via a link from the main page. The survey indicated that most
parents can access these pages with relative ease, but the separate link makes those graphic
intensive pages optional for parents with slower download time.
In the initial phases of the project, special event photos were available through the
weekly newsletters. This made them difficult to find weeks later when memories of exact
dates have faded. Those original links were left intact for parents who might have
"bookmarked" them or added them to a list of "favorites," but new links were developed via
a "special events" page to make them easier to find. In addition, several "event and project"
type pages were consolidated to make the information access more intuitive for the user.
Parents continued to receive an email from the teacher each Friday to remind them to
check that week's updates. In addition, the teacher used email for quick, midweek remind
ers. Parents often forget to check their child's backpacks on a daily basis, the teacher says,
and kindergartners aren't always reliable in relaying messages. Email gave her yet another
alternative in getting messages home.
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Chapter V
Reaction and Roles of Participants
All email in this study was initiated by the participating teacher and the children (and
their families) from her 2000-2001 kindergarten class. Email communication was begun in
the second week of the school year, after a parent meeting at which the teacher asked for
email addresses and introduced the idea of electronic communication. As previously stated,
19 of the 21 families of children in the class at that point had access to email and the
Internet. The two families without Internet access received printed versions of new infor
mation each Friday via their child's backpack.
The teacher published a weekly newsletter via her new classroom webpage beginning
the first week of school. She sent home paper copies and explained methods to families at
the same nighttime parents' meeting. At that time, she also requested permission slips to
allow photographs of the children to be used on the class website. All parents in the class
signed releases and it was agreed that only first-names would be used to protect the fami
lies' privacy.
The teacher continued to publish updates of class activities on the class website once
weekly for the rest of the school year. She sent the families an email reminder each week so ·
that they would remember to check the class website. As explained previously, she also
posted many extra web pages with photos of class activities, field trips, other special events,
and learning activities for the children and their families to use at home.

Follow-Up Classroom Parent Structured Interviews
In July, about 6 weeks after the end of school, a follow-up assessment was conducted
among the parents of children in the participating teacher's class. A mailing list of names
and addresses, voluntarily provided by the families for classmate communication purposes,
was used. And all 20 families whose children were still class members at the . end of the
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school year were invited to participate. Parents were assured of confidentiality - no iden
tifying information was requested and no codes were used - and told the results would be
used by the researcher, and also shared with the teacher who might use them in planning for
future classes.
A 19-question structured interview instrument, containing forced-choice, Likert scale
and open-ended questions, was designed to answer the following:
• In this specific class setting, how many parents used electronic means to communi
cate with the teacher and/or to get information about their child's school activities?
• Did the parents value the opportunity to communicate electronically, and would they
wish to do so with other teachers in the future?
• For families with older children, how did their level and type of communication with
the kindergarten teacher compare with that of their other children's teachers? (Assuming
that a family's communication frequency and style might be similar for each child in the
family, this was an attempt to evaluate use and satisfaction of "traditional" methods vs.
electronic methods.)
In addition, open-ended questions at the end of the survey gave parents the opportu
nity to offer more opinion (qualitative information) on the pluses and minuses of electronic
communication in a school setting.
The researcher expected to yield primarily descriptive data since no reliable tests could
be run with such a small response group. The results were not expected to be externally
valid, even among other kindergarten classes in the same school, because no other classes
made such extensive use of electronic communication. Further research among families
given the same opportunities and in a similar demographic setting, would make interesting
comparison.
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Parent Follow-Up Structured Interview Results
Responses to Likert scale and forced choice questions were as follows:
1 . How did you communicate with your child's teacher this past school year?
Phone

Email

Note

5

12

12

Appointment Drop-in
9

7

Other
1

2. On average, how often did you communicate with your child's teacher?
Dally Several llmes/Week

6

6

Sev. llmesJMonth Once a month

Once/six wks 2/3 times yr.

Never

3. Which way did you communicate with your child's teacher MOST OFTEN?
Phone
Email
Note
Appointment
Drop-in

Other

2

10

1

4. About how often did you visit your child's claaa website?
Every day 2/3 T1rnes a Week Once a Week A few times/month Once a Month Sev. lines a School Yr.

2

3

7

Never

5. About how often did you talk with your chlld'a teacher using email?
Every day 2/3 llmes a Week Once a Week A few tlmeshnonth Once a Month Sev. Tines a School Yr.

1

3

1

5

1

Never

1

6. Do you have any children older than the child who Just finished kindergarten?
No
Yes
6
6
7. About how often did you communicate with your OLDER child's teacher?
Every day 2/3 llmes a Week Once a Week A few tlmeshnonth Once a Month Sev. lines a School Yr.

1

2

2

1

Never

6

8. How did you communicate with your OLDER child's teacher this past school year?
Check all that apply.
Email
Note Appointment Drop-in
Other
Phone
NIA
7
2
2
2
5
9. Which way did you communicate with your OLDER child's teacher MOST OFTEN?
Phone

Email

Note
5

Appointment Drop-in

Other

N/A
7

Figure 11. Structured interview results
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1 o. Did your OLDER child's ' class have a website?
Yes

No

NIA

6

6

1 1 . If you could choose, would your child's first grade class have a website? Circle a
number from O to 4, with 0 being 11don't want at all" and 4 being "want very much."
0

1

2

3

4

1

1

10

1 2. H you could choose, would your child's first grade class teacher to talk with you using
email? Circle a number from O to 4, wtth O being "don't want at all" and 4 being "want
very much."

0

1

2
1

3

4
11

In addition, parents responded to open-ended questions as follows:
1 3. What, If anything, did you llke about talking with your child's kindergarten teacher via
email?
1 . 'Could do it no matter what time. and didn't need to come in.
2. 'A more immediate communication. '
3. 'Could access at any time - night or day!'
4. 'Convenience for both of us - could send mail at anytime and she could answer when
convenient for her without taking up valuable class time. More reliable than sending note
with child. '
5. No response
6. 'Convenient for both of us. '
7. 'The convenience of having no time restrictions to communicate with (Teacher's Name)
8. 'You could reach her at anytime. Communication a lot better. '
9. 'I was able to communicate daily. Also was able to get responses promptly at morning
and night.'
1 0. 'It was quickly done - when I thought to do it. Not dependent on a child carrying a mes
sage that may or not be lost. And it was non-confrontational which was never a problem
with (Teacher's Name).'
1 1 . 'Easy, convenient access for all involved. Quick responses. '
1 2. I didn't have to worry about any papers getting lost on the way home.
1

14. Was there anything you did NOT like about using email to talk with your child's kin
dergarten teacher?
1 . 'No, if you needed to re-read it later, it was always there.
2. 'No.'
3. •sometimes it felt impersonal, but (Teacher's Name) would often make them friendly.
4. 'No.'
5. No response
6. 'No'
7. 'No'
1

1

Figure 11., Cont.
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8. No response
9. 'No.'

1 0. 'No.'
11 . 'No.'
1 2. No response
1 5. What did you like about your child's kindergarten class website?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
1 0.
11 .
1 2.

'The pictures of them and their artwork. Calendars of events. '
'Being tuned in on a weekly basis. What the class was doing.'
'Had all the information needed pertaining to the class and its activities.'
'Great way to keep parents informed. Also out of town relatives could visit. Pictures were
great for this.'
No response
'Keeping abreast of her activities, subjects being studied, etc. It was great to see group
pictures, tool'
'The availability of having a 'connection' with his class and teacher. Also, I felt I could
capture a glance into his classroom experience, which enhanced our communication.'
No response
'It was very informative. I was able to learn more about class and school activities, as well
as students in the class. There was also information about other sites that may have
been of interest. • .
'The ability to tune-in whenever. The ability of family and friends to tune-in. We enjoyed
the photos and all the news.'
'Up to date relevant information. Very well done with pictures and well organized.'
·1 could see pictures when I had to miss class functions. It was very helpful in getting
ready for the upcoming week. '

1 6. Was there anything you did NOT like about your child's kindergarten class website?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

'No.'
'No.'
'No.'
'No.'
No response
'No'
'No'
No response
'No.'

1 0. 'No.'

11 . No response
1 2. No respo_nse

1 7. What could your child's kindergarten teacher do to make a website or email work
better for parents and children in her class?

1 . 'I thought it was great last year. I don't know of anything different that is needed.'
2. 'Create a 'user-group' e-mail site so parents of students could communicate.'
3. 'Not sure of anything to suggest improvement.'
4. •1 was satisfied. '
5. - No response
6. No response

Figure 11., �ont.
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7. 'Nothing. The website (Teacher's Name) used was perfect - clear, concise, and the
pictures were a bonus. '
8. No response
9. 'I feel everything was handled very well. '
1 O. No response
1 1 . ·Given all the time constraints, (Teacher's Name) did an exceptional job communicating
by e-mail and via the website. A teacher shouldn't be expected to do much more than she
did.'
12. No response
18. Do you think parents of younger children (kindergarten, first and second grade) need
to talk with their child's teacher more or more often than parents of older children (third
grade and older)?
1 . 'I think it depends on the child. I think you need to be involved no matter what age of the
child. '
2. 'It's probably helpful at all levels. '
3. 'Only if patterns or behavior is developing that is detrimental to the child and/or class in
general.'
4. 'YESH'
5. No response
6. "Yes'
7. "The need to keep an open line of communication is very important at any age/grade, and
via e-mail, I feel, promotes this link of communication. '
8. 'All ages need to communicate with teachers.'
9. 'I feel all ages' parents should have close communication with teachers. A website and e
mail is a great way to facilitate this. '
10. 'yes.'
1 1 . 'Not necessarily. I think communication is important at all levels depending on the needs
of the child.'
12. 'Yes, because the children are just getting familiar with a new environment and may not
remember things the teacher has told them. ·
19. H you have older children, were you more satisfied or less satisfied In how often you
could communicate with their teachers? (As compared to your experience with your
younger child's kindergarten year?) If you were less satisfied, what would have helped?
1 . 'I think when a teacher has a concern they need to talk to the parent then, not wait for
things to build up. Talk to them either by note, call, or e-mail.'
2. "lt was easier with e-mails and website. ·
3 . No response
4. 'Less - older kids don't need as much communication - but I have found that sometimes communication is nearly nonexistent. E-mail would be great at all age levels.'
5. No response
6. No response
7. 'When I called to speak to my son's third grade teacher, I felt I was always calling her at
an inappropriate time and the staff never seemed happy about leaving a teacher the
message.'
8. No response
9. No response
1 O. 'Less satisfied. I found it impossible to communicate with them and even if I called or sent
notes they were not answered. I felt it was a MAJOR imposition to try to contact them.

Figure 11., Cont.
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1 1 . No response
1 2. No response
20. Please write any other comments you'd llke to make.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

No response
'(The Teacher) is one of the better people and teachers I have encountered. '
No response
No response
No response
No response
'I loved having the website available. ·
No response
'I would like to see all teachers using e-mail and a website. What a great way to keep
parents informed and save a great deal of time.'
1 0. 'It seems like such a fabulous way to keep in touch without feeling like you are being a
bother. It would be great to know about upcoming tests/reports. Those papers sent home
- do they ever all make it? Would I know if they did not?'
11 . No response
1 2. 'Overall, I believe the website and email can cut down on paperwork and stress for
everyone. Papers don't get lost and everyone stays informed.'
Figure 11., Cont.

Parent Follow-Up Structured Interview Conclusions
To properly assess the parent follow-up responses, it is important to remember that, in
a pool of20 potential respondents, 12(60 percent) participated in the structured interview.
In such a small pool, generalizations are hard to make. However, the data may be assessed
by revisiting the research questions.
• In this specific class setting, how many parents used electronic means to communi
cate with the teacher and/or to get information about their child's school activities?
All 12said they used both email and the website. Ten respondents said they communi
cated by email more frequently than by any other method and two said they used notes
most. Ten said they used email to communicate with the teacher "a few times a month" or
more frequently. All 12respondents said they visited the class website once a week or more.
• Did the parents value the opportunity to communicate electronically, and would they
wish to do so with other teachers in the future?
The frequency of use would tend to indicate value, but parents got more specific in
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their open-ended responses. Over and over parents said email was valuable because of time,
immediacy, convenience, and certainty. They (and the teacher) could communicate quickly
at any time and they didn't have to depend on a five-year-old to deliver a note. The only
negative comment about email came from one parent who said that it "sometimes felt im
personal but (teacher's name) would often make them friendly."
Web page value was expressed in terms of gaining infonnation, connectedness, and
access to photos. There were no negative comments about the web page. The only room for
improvement that any parent saw was one who wished for a list-serve so parents could
communicate with each other. But did parents value the technology use for communication
enough to want it in the future? When asked to rank their preference for other teachers to
use email in the future on a scale of zero to four, with four being "want very much" and zero
being "not at all," 11 parents chose ''four", the highest level of desire, and one chose "two",
a neutral score. When asked to apply the same rankings to the idea of future use of class
websites, the results were only slightly less clear. Ten parents chose ''four," the highest
degree of desire, one chose ''three" and one chose "two." With such a small group it is hard
to discuss validity. Still, of the parents who cared enough to participate, the use of technol
ogy to communicate with their child's teacher was overwhelmingly popular.
• For families with older children, how did their level and type of communication with
the kindergarten teacher compare with that of their other children's teachers? (Assuming
that a family's communication frequency and style might be similar for each child in the
family, this was an attempt to evaluate use and satisfaction of "traditional" methods vs.
electronic methods.)
Half the respondents said they had children older than their kindergartner. Of those
with older children, one said he/she had communicated with the older child's teacher "a few
times a month," while the others had communicated once a month or less. This contrasts
strikingly with their use of email to communicate with the kindergarten teacher, as all but
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one had used email once a month or more. None of the parents with older children had used
email to communicate with the older child's teacher and none of those older children had
classes with websites. Notes were the most frequent fonn of communication between par
ents and their older child's teacher.
Only a third of respondents said they felt a greater need to communicate with a younger
child's teacher based on the child's age. Parents were asked the open-ended question, "If
you have older children, were you more satisfied or less satisfied in how often you could
communicate with their teachers (as compared to your experience with your younger child's
kindergarten year?)" Of the six with older children, five responded. They mentioned the
value of email for all age levels. Two noted they'd felt they were "inconveniencing" or
"imposing" when contacting their older child's teacher.
Overall, the results of the parent follow-up survey were overwhelmingly positive to
ward the idea of communicating frequently with their children's teachers and especially in
using technology to do so. None mentioned the technology itself as being attractive. Instead
they mentioned technology aids as they related to lifestyle issues (time and convenience)
and as they related to the desire to communicate frequently with their child's teacher (acces
sibility, information, a feeling of connectedness, and photos of class activities.)

One Parent's Viewpoint
Numbers and short responses are useful, but they offer only a limited snapshot of
parent opinion. In an attempt to get a better idea of parent reasoning and logic on the subject
of teacher/parent communication, an in-depth personal interview was undertaken with one
parent who did use the class webpage and email. (See Appendix E) The parent was chosen
at random from families with older children, and also had experience with school systems
in other states. This parent said she valued the email, especially, because she didn't feel she
was imposing on the time of an already busy working woman (the teacher). She was more
willing to communicate frequently because the teacher could answer at a time convenient
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for her. This parent sees parent/teacher communication as a potentially emotional situation
because- it involves children. She felt the technology served as a buffer by letting her com
pose her thoughts and send them when she was ready, and gave her outlet for day-to-day
thought and observation rather than discussing issues only after they had time to "build
up." The daughter of an educator, she also felt the day-to-day interaction helped build a
relationship, and that relationship would facilitate calm rather than confrontational commu
nication, which she sees as a reason some teachers avoid talking with parents. She stressed
the value of extended family participation that was facilitated by the class web page. Family
and friends in other states bought books for her daughter based on information they had
gleaned from the website about class activities.

The Teacher's Viewpoint
The teacher sees her communication style with parents as open and accommodating,
to the point of giving her home phone number to parents, which most teachers in her public
primary school do not do, she said. She had several goals in using electronic communica
tion with families of her kindergarten students:
• The teacher wanted to offer opportunities for both herself and the families to commu
nicate in a way that would transcend school hours for her, work hours for parents, and that
would be completely flexible.
To that end, she reported that she often gets up at 5 a.m. and reads her email and may
receive a message a parent sent at 11 :30 the night before. She also reports that families have
accessed the class website over a holiday visit with relatives so that the children could share
classroom activities with parents.
• The teacher wanted to replace the weekly, office-copier-duplicated newsletter she
used as a primary means of communication (as well as other special notices sent home on
paper) with a paperless and therefore less wasteful system.
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To accomplish this, she posts her weekly newsletter to the website each Friday, print
ing off one or two copies (depending on class composition) for families without Internet
access. Then she sends a note via email to every family reminding them to check the web
site and pointing out any other additions she might have made. since the week before. This
system takes no more time than her traditional paper newsletter. Then she makes an archi
val copy of the previous week's newsletter and keeps a running list of newsletter dates so
that a parent can easily click back to get older information. This saves her time, she says,
because she seldom needs to replace a lost paper copy. When special activities are planned,
such as a class field trip, she still must send home paper permission slips, but she can send
updates and reminders via email.
• The teacher wanted the opportunity to share more details of the children's · school
week, including visual images of the children at work and play, in a timely and cost-effec
tive way.
She uses a digital camera (purchased last school year as part of a grant) and includes a
few images with most weekly newsletters. These include assembly photographs, class par
ties, special visitors and speakers, and learning projects in progress. Special events, such as
field trips, get separate pages and are done in a HTML table format and are linked to a
Special Activities page from the site's front page, as wen ·as from the newsletter the week of
the event.
• The teacher wanted to establish a model of electronic communication that might
encourage use of electronic communication tools for internal communication in the school.
This would replace the "waste" of paper, duplicating and distribution time, and might en
courage other teachers to use their email resources more often. · .
She did see this happen about midway through the school year, as a result of urging by
the technology committee, of which she is a part. Though there is no way to know if her
own class use of similar communication methods affected this decision, the switch was
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successful and she heard little grumbling. The teacher thanked office clerical staff with
computer-shaped chocolates for their willingness to try the new system.
• The teacher wanted to create a portfolio of a school year and to document learning in
her classroom, to be used for evaluation purposes, as an inexpensive means of sharing ideas
with other teachers, and as a tool for welcoming/orienting new families and their children,
and:
• She also wanted the expanded opportunities to communicate with their families to
benefit her kindergarten students so she could better understand the families and children
and they could feel more a part of their children's learning. This would include having an
easy way to "hyperlink" parents and children to fun learning resources they could use at
home. She also hoped that an ancillary benefit might be to interest these very young chil
dren, primarily five-year-olds, in learning and literacy. Seeing themselves and their class
mates on a computer screen might pique their interest in reading the words that went with
the pictures.
She explained how several of her goals were accomplished:
Many different documentation strategies help the student
communicate their progress. I have student conferences one
on-one to establish a level of content achievement If a stu
dent understands the concepts, we can move on. If not, we
can approach the objective in a different way. Student feed
back tells me not only what interests them, but also what
they 've mastered. I use a digital camera in my classroom to
record nonverbal learning. Body language can explain a lot!
I email photographs to the family and post them on the class
web page. A picture is also a wonderful tool to let parents
know what their child is learning.
Students keep a running journal containing questions, an
swers, illustration, writing, and concepts. Much of this infor
mation is included on the class web page. This allows stu
dents the opportunity to share learning throughout the year.
Parents and extended family can see work samples and pho
tographs based on activities within the classroom. The jour
nal folders will go home at the end of the school year. Through
this project, students have opportunities to plan documenta48
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tion strategies as a result of problem solving. I ask them how
they could best show others what they have learned. I believe
it is important for children to understand how to find answers
to questions and how to document learning.
Technology is useful in the classroom in so many ways.
For example, the Internet provides a wealth of information
and is useful for web searches and links. The scanner is use
ful for scanning children's work for display on the television
via the computer. Digital images and the camcorder also are
helpful recording tools. I have a student who has moved out
of the country and we are emailing him each week, which
boosts literacy. A group of children summarize the concepts
for the week and send that information to him. This is an
other way I can check mastery of learning. All of these tools
provide visual documentation of students' work. Along with
those benefits is the fact that children are developing an ap
preciation for the power of technology and its ability to en
hance and enrich the learning process. (Presidential Awards,
p.6, 2001).
• The teacher wanted to accomplish all this in a way that would translate to little if any
extra work, once the system was established, and in a way that met the goals and approval
of school administration.
She reported that her school principal was positive and encouraging when she asked
about trying a class website. Though the principal had limited computer knowledge, she did
on several occasions, ask to see the site and was especially enthusiastic about images of the
children involved in literacy learning activities.
The teacher had no doubts that she would continue to use email and Internet resources
to enrich future classes. She noted benefits of electronic two-way communication that far
exceed her initial thinking. She is building relationships, which will ultimately help the
child, with family members with whom she would not normally interact
Electronic communication also allows her to include more details than she could in a
paper newsletter and the digital images convey ideas that are hard to get down on paper.
" I feel like there is so much happening in a given day," the teacher said. "Children
often can't remember the details of the day. I try to weave the work into an interesting outlet
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so that the children don't realize they are working. The web page has been a good way to
infonn parents of the small details that they othetwise would not know about.
"One thing that has been particularly wonderful is the communication with dads. I
can't remember ever really getting to know dads as well as this year. I hear from three dads
fairly regularly. That's not a large number, but it is more than usual. I am sure more dads are
aware of the happenings in the classroom than in years past. Another nice benefit has been
grandparent and aunt responses. They are pleased to know what their grandchildren and
nieces or nephews are doing. That includes family members who live far away. They feel
more involved, which is important when extended family isn't near by.
"I believe that communication is the key to a relationship. We build a relationship from
the first phone call that I make to each family. This helps us all to be on the same page as far
as helping each child. I think quick tum around is important as well. If a parent has a
question, they don't have to worry about trying to find me. It may be impersonal but if is
quick. I haven't closed the door on phone calls or visits, though."

Sustainibility and Expansion
Because the teacher has been trained in software use, hardware use, and design basics,
she will have little difficulty in maintaining her website. This is important because limited
technical support is available within the Knox County system and none at individual schools.
KORRNET, the server provider, is a non-profit, publicly-funded entity that should continue
to provide free space for the foreseeable future.
By December of 2000, the teacher reported more interest among administrators and
other teachers. The school's principal, who has limited computer experience, had asked
more questions about the school's web presence and had asked the teacher to be more active
in planning technology for the school as a whole.
Other teachers had asked her about her site. In particular, a teacher who completely
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resisted using computers for several years, but who participated in the class survey, was
attempting to build a class website of her own.
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Chapter VI
Case Findings and Summary
This case study was undertaken to assess the viability of electronic communication as
a communication tool between a public primary school and the home of its students. In
order to discuss the findings, we will re-examine the research questions.

1. Is there a real need for more communication between school and community and
especially between parents and teachers?
Literature review citations indicate thatAmerican parents, nationwide, seek to be more
involved in their children's education. Research has shown that more involvement by par
ents benefits children and can build a better working partnership between home and school.
A _trend toward more cooperative relationships between home and school has been evolving
for the past 20 years and shows no signs of reversing.
Parents in t�s study, too, say they desire frequent communication with their children's
teachers. The school-wide sampling of parents (9 classes, three each in grades kindergarten
through second) found that 78.3 percent said they would like to communicate with their
child's teacher several times a month or more. Less than 10 percent said they would choose
to communicate with their child's teacher once a grading period (six weeks in this case) or
less. It is interesting to compare these results with the follow-up survey of parents in the
case study class. Those parents, who had opportunity to send email at any time they wished,
and who could check a web-based bank of infonnation at any time, said they communicated
with their child's teacher (the participating kindergarten teacher) via email several times a
week (half of the respondents) or several times a month (another 50 percent). Every re
sponding parent checked the class website at least once a week. They remarked that they
valued a timely access to information, that both they and the teacher could communicate at
convenient times, and that ·they didn't have to rely on anyone else to deliver messages. The
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parent who participated in an in-depth interview said the opportunity for more frequent
communication about small issues helped facilitate a real relationship between teacher and
parent. She felt that relationship would help to diffuse emotional situations involving chil
dren, and that in tum might make teachers more open to communicating with parents.She
said the technology tools gave her more power in dealing with the school in that she could
be heard in a more comfortable setting than a public Parent-Teacher Association meeting.

2. Is Internet communication economically viable for public schools?
Internet publishing is always less expensive than traditional printed pieces once the
computer, software, and server space are taken care of. T hat's because Internet publishing
transfers part of the cost to the users, who provide their own means of viewing. T here is no
paper, ink, or related services to purchase.
Literature indicates that more than 95 percent of all American schools already have
computers and Internet access. Hyper-text Markup Language, the code used to build web
pages, can be written in any word processing program and is not platform specific. There
fore, any computer is theoretically capable of building web pages at some level. Inexpen
sive and shareware software is readily available to manipulate artwork for web publishing
as well. While a few schools may have their own server (which could make pages available
directly to the Internet) many will have to look outside the system for this service. Non
profit servers are available in some locations (such as KORRNET in Knoxville, Tennes
see). In other situations, schools may look to free, advertising supported sites such asAngelfire
or Yahoo. Another alternative may be local businesses that would donate unused server
space. Schools near population centers should have little or no additional expense related to
publishing school information via computer and Internet. In more isolated areas, Internet
access might require a long-distance phone charge and might become cost prohibitive.
Findings of this case study tend to support the research. The participating teacher used
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only resources already available at her school or free as shareware, and was able to find a
free local service to provide server space.
3. Are parents interested in and equipped to communicate this way?
Level of parent interest very much depends on the parents and their demographics. A
review of literature shows that the use of the Internet is diffusing rapidly, but is doing so
along economic lines. Those who have more education and who are more financially secure
are more likely to afford the expense and risk of trying the new technology. Many homes do
not yet have a computer or Internet access. Some likely never will. Still, just as television
diffused rapidly in the 20th century, home use of computers for communication seems to be
diffusing quickly in the late 20th and early 21st centuries.
This case study was undertaken in an early-adopting demographic community, and
heavy usage was expected. The school-wide sampling of parents indicated that fully 89
percent of parents in this school have and use computers and the Internet.
Can such heavy use be anticipated by parents of children in other schools? At least in
communities with demographics similar to the one in this study, the answer is probably
'yes." More research would be necessary to find out.
But just because families have and use computers and the Internet to get information
and to communicate doesn't necessarily mean they'll want to use it to communicate with
their child's teacher. In this school's case study, however, parents were overwhelmingly
positive about the idea. This was so both in the school-wide survey (in which, at the time
undertaken, only two teachers in the school had a class website) and in the follow-up survey
of parents in the participating kindergarten class.
The school-wide survey indicated that 76 percent of parents preferred a combination
of electronic and traditional methods, while only 15.5 percent preferred traditional methods
alone. That group likely includes the 1 1 percent of parents school-wide who did not have
access to the Internet.
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Results were even more-striking for the participating class. Parents in the participating
teacher 's class, who had both traditional and electronic methods at their disposal, chose a
combination of the two but said they communicated most by email. In addition, they checked
the class website at least once a week.

4. How can a primary school teacher, using resources at hand, enhance home-school
communication by addition of electronic communication?
The teacher in this study made use of computer equipment and software already avail
able in her school and in her classroom. She took advantage of a local, non-profit
organization's server which provides server space for other non-profit groups. She was
already familiar with sending and receiving email, and a volunteer trained her in web pub
lishing. She was fortunate to have available both a digital camera and a scanner in her
classroom (both obtained via literacy grants) and so was able to easily add activity photos
and work sample scans to the web pages. Adding color to web pages causes no additional
expense and piques the interest of both parents and children.
Her email reminders to parents, along with weekly updates of class calendars and
newsletters, replaced most paper correspondence for nearly all parents in her classroom.
Parents could check their children's supply needs and activity dates, and revisit class activi
ties whenever they had time to access to the Internet. In addition, they could send notes
directly to the teacher, via email, without relying on their five-year-old and six-year-old
children to deliver them.
The flow of information between home and school, as reported by parents, was more
frequent for their kindergarten child than for older children in the family, without excep
tion. The flow of information between home and school, as reported by the teacher, was
more frequent and involved more family members than in any past year in her teaching
experience.
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In addition, she was able to share photographs of an individual child's activities with
the child's family with no cost for duplication of prints and with no lag time waiting for
them to be developed. She used descriptive and graphic elements to better explain to par
ents what their children were learning on an ongoing basis.
5. How do parents like it and does it meet the family's needs?
Over and over, the parents in the case study class noted that convenience and accessi
bility were the major reasons they liked communicating electronically with their child's
teacher. No parent mentioned problems with download speeds or server problems. Parents
expressed a very high rate of interest in having web and email contact with their children's
teachers in future school years. Parents who used email to communicate with their child's
teacher consistently cited email (usually along with written notes) as the way they commu
nicated with their child's teacher most frequently.
Parents also said they liked the ease with which other family members - especially
extended family - could access information about the school and about the child's activi
ties there. This was especially helpful for grandparents, etc., who lived in other cities.
Parents without email access -- there were two at the first of the school year and one at
the end from a total of 20 families -- did not respond to the survey. These parents were
furnished with paper copies of classroom correspondence such as newsletters, class calen
dars and emailed reminders. Because of the cost and time involved, no color prints of class
photos were provided to these parents.

Conclusions
The teacher who participated in this case study self-identifies as very communication
oriented and says she is more open to parent phone calls and visits than some other teachers
might be. It is essential to consider this when evaluating the results, because the personality
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and communication style of individuals varies greatly from person to person. It cannot be
assumed that a teacher who typically communicates in a limited way would be open to or as
successful in implementing a similar program. Still, the results of this case are encouraging.
Goals were met. Communication increased. Teachers, parents, and administrators were
happy. Children were encouraged in their pursuit of literacy by viewing online photos of
themselves and their classmates.
There are definite benefits and definite drawbacks to the use of Internet and email to
enhance two-way communication between families and public primary schools. Some of
these are discussed in the following pages.
Benefits - As this case study demonstrates, public primary schools can benefit from
Internet publishing in a variety of ways:
• Lower cost and fewer limitations mean a school web site can be kept current with no
need to consider an economy of scale of a once-a-year printing order.
• Lower cost and fewer limitations mean a school web site can be kept as error free as
time and skill allows because there is no cost to corrections
• Lower cost and fewer limitations mean a school web site can have greater "curb
appeal" than a printed piece containing the same information. There is no price difference
in using more and more-colorful illustrations.
• Anytime availability of the Internet means parents can access information or corre
spond with their child's teacher at their convenience.
• Anytime availability of the Internet, along with searchability means greater econo
mies of distribution than could ever be obtained with a mailing list.
• Anytime availability of the Internet, along with its worldwide reach means that ex
tended families can participate in a child's school year and cheer on his or her efforts.
• Decreasing costs and increasing ease of use of computers and the Internet mean more
and more families are going online, as research bears out.
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• Decreasing costs and increasing ease of use of computers and the Internet mean 95
percent plus of public schools have and use the Internet, which means 95 percent plus could
publish web pages with available or easily obtainable hardware and software.
• Ease of use means a teacher can type her weekly newsletter into an HTML authoring
software and then print paper copies only for those students who need them.
• Direct-to-parent email means bypassing young children who might lose, forget, or
choose not to deliver a teacher or parent's message.
• Ease of use and the burgeoning amount of Internet information (said to double as
often as every month or two) would give teachers ample opportunity to add links to other
information sources so that students and parents could do further research from home.
• Cost, availability, and prevalence of the Internet means public schools and other
limited-resource organizations can harness this powerful tool to communicate reciprocally
with various publics, and especially with parents of younger children.
Drawbacks - There are, of course, some drawbacks to using the Internet as a two-way
communication tool for public schools and other similar institutions:
• Despite rapid diffusion, not every family has Internet access, nor will all likely have
it ever.
• Despite rapid diffusion, Internet access still varies by demographic. The lower a
family's education level and income, the less likely it is to have Internet access. So some of
the most underserved audiences cannot be reached at this time.
• Despite widespread availability of computer and Internet technology in public schools,
a few schools do not yet have it.
• Despite increasing ease of use, there is a learning curve involved with Internet pub
lishing. Not all faculty/staff will be comfortable with computers or have the desire to learn.
• Two-way _communication means teachers and administrators will be getting feed
back from parents and from the community. Though this is the nationwide trend, it reverses
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a long-standing tradition of mostly school-to-home communication. Schools must be will
ing to accept outside input and have a plan in place for dealing with it in order to take
advantage of the increased and reciprocal flow of communication.
• The best technology in the world cannot create communication where no desire ex
ists. If either parents or teachers aren't interested, computers won't make a difference.
Addressing Problems - Many public schools seem to have little technical support
available for faculty and staff. It seems likely that the first faculty/staff members to adopt
Internet technology will be those who tend to be technology innovators who get their infor
mation from outside resources, and those younger teachers who may have been exposed to
the Internet more while in college. Use of technology tends to diffuse through a school
system in much the same way that it diffuses through the general public. School administra
tion could encourage use by providing time and training for teacher Internet exploration. In
some· schools, interested parents who use technology in their professional lives may volun
teer to tutor teachers and other parents, or even to build a school web presence in coopera
tion with administration.
In choosing to adopt Internet technology as a way of communicating, schools must
first evaluate the needs and resources of their publics, especially of parents. School districts
often vary by demographics in the same way that Internet use does. Some schools will be
able to use the Internet much sooner than others. In Knox County, Tennessee, some primary
schools average eight percent or fewer of students receiving free or reduced price meals
while others average 84 percent or more - a good indication of the relative poverty or
affluence of a district. (Knox County Schools website).
Any school system that did undertake an Internet project would need to implement a
campaign to increase awareness and therefore usage of the school site. In addition to regis
tering it with major search engines and web directories, the school would also need to
establish links with state and district school pages, and from area directory pages such as
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those provided by local newspapers and realtors. Letterhead and other printed pieces would
need to be updated to include the school's URL as well.

Areas for Future Study
Though the study period for this case is now complete, much potential exists for ex
panding and perfecting use of computers for two-way electronic communication between
home and school. Teachers in this school should be surveyed to determine their communi
cation needs and wants, and their interest and ability levels in using computers to commu
nicate. This would allow administrators to plan training and support to make more wide
spread use of electronic communication a reality. .
A "before and after" survey could be used with teachers contemplating a classroom
web page. Both parent and teacher attitude changes could be measured.
Most vital to parents who had children in this teacher's 2000-2001 class is the poten
tial to communicate with other teachers in a similar manner. The teacher reported anecdotal
comments from parents who regret that they can't expect similar communication when
their child arrives in first grade. And the follow-up parent survey indicated a strong desire
for electronic communication with their child's first grade teacher. Ideally, the two-way
electronic communication model could be expanded throughout the school.
Though it seems obvious that limited-resource organizations such as public schools
can benefit by using the Internet as a way to facilitate communication, there is much oppor
tunity for future study to further this cause. Case studies of individual schools gauging
teacher and parent interest before and after the adoption of Internet technology for commu
nication purposes would be especially interesting, as would an assessment of school admin
istrators' satisfaction with existing web sites. Do the online brochures cut down on phone
calls for simple information? Do community and media seem to use the school site?
Assessment of adoption rates among teachers and administrators in early adopting
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schools, which could also define characteristics of teacher/administrator adopter catego
ries, would be helpful to schools who aren't able to use Internet technology for communi
cating until later.
In addition, schools may wish to assess Internet use for reaching internal publics. Studies
by other organizations have found interest in converting traditional paper newsletters to
web-based publications when it means that content can be expanded and that information
will be more timely. Apple Computer 's internal think tank, Apple Learning Technology
Group, undertook an experiment wherein it used automated software to convert emails
from group members into unedited newsletter articles which were available online as well
as projected on a wall in a common meeting area/break room. With modifications, the group
found this innovation quite useful and other organizations have asked to copy it. (Leahy,
p. 2)
Final Thoughts - Though not a cure-all for communication needs, the Internet, in
cluding email, has much to offer limited resource organizations such as public schools as
they attempt to implement multi-directional communication strategies. Wide availability of
computer technology in public schools, coupled with training and interest, makes Internet
publishing an attainable goal for most schools. And the economies of web publishing, as
compared to traditional printing costs, make it an especially attractive way to produce col
orful and attractive information pieces that give such organizations greater "curb appeal"
than they might otherwise be able to afford.
Not every household has Internet access, nor will they any time soon. But enough do
to make Internet communication a viable option for many schools at present and for most in
the future.
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Appendix A - Permission for School-Wide Survey
1112 Twin Hill Lane
Knoxville, Tennessee 37932
865-966-8012

October 20, 2000

Dear Dr. Bratton:
[PRINCIPAL NAME] of [SCHOOL NAME] suggested I contact you for help with a survey.
I am a graduate student in communications at the University of Tennessee. I am working
with [SCHOOL NAME] teacher, [TEACHER NAME] , on a class web page project. You
can see our preliminary work at: [WEB ADDRESS] .
The survey is designed to evaluate how parents like to communicate with their child's
teacher and also how they make use of computer technology. It would be sent to parents
of [SCHOOL NAME] students in nine classes - three from each grade. Children would
be involved only in delivering the surveys. Teachers would be asked only to distribute the
survey via backpacks and to collect the results in an envelope. My class, Communica
tions 512 taught by Professor Emeritus Dr. Herbert H. Howard, has UT's human subjects
research permission.
Attached is a draft of the cover letter and survey instrument, both of which have been
approved by Dr. Howard.
We feel the survey will be useful to school officials as well as to the class because of the
demographics of the area. In [TEACHER NAME] 's class alone, 19 of the 21 families
have and use email. Parent response to [TEACHER NAME]'s web page has been over
whelmingly positive. [SCHOOL NAME] is an excellent place to test schools' use of the
Internet for two-way communication.
Thank you for considering my request. [TEACHER AND PRINCIPAL] have spoken
about it and we will proceed with your approval. If you have questions or comments,
please feel free to contact me at 966-8012, or by email at LGary@utk.edu. [TEACHER]
can be reached at [EMAILADDRESS].
Sincerely,
Lisa Gary
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Appendix B - School-wide Parent Survey

ur

College of Communications
University of Tennessee

Dear Parent or Guardian As graduate students at the University of Tennessee, we are conducting research that will
both benefit your child's school and help us in our studies of communication. We want to get an
idea <X how [SCHOOL NAME] parents communicate with their children's teachers and how
families make use of computers.
Attached is a simple survey. The research is a class assignment for us but the results will be
shared with teachers at [SCHOOL NAME] as well. By taking part, you can help us learn how
families of [SCHOOL NAME] students like to communicate. The survey will be completely
confidential - no names are required.
Please complete the survey even if you never use computers. It should take less than 10
minutes. Fold it, seal with tape or a staple if you wish, and send it back to school with your child.
Your child will get a small treat to say "thank you" for being a letter carrier!
If you'd like to see the tabluated results, a copy will be available in the school office by
December 1 . If you have questions, contact Dr. Herbert Howard, University of Tennessee,
College of Communications, at 974-4451 or email him at hhhoward@utkux.utcc.utk.edu
Every parent's ideas are important. Please take a moment to fill out and return the survey
tonight. If you have more than one child in this school, please complete only ONE survey.
Thank you,
Lisa Gary
Reid Harper
Elunga King
Alyson Knight
Jusook Park
students in Communications 512, University of Tennessee
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Survey: The Parent-Teacher Connection

•

Thank you for taking a few minutes to complete this survey.
Every opinion is important! Remember, all answers are
completely confidential, no names are used, and the
infonnation is for research purposes only.

Section I

3. · If you could communicate with your child's
teacher any time you wanted, about how

1 . How do you communicate with your child's

often would you do this?

teacher? Check all that apply.

[ ] daily

[ ] by phone

[ ] several times a week

[ ] by email

[ ] several times a month

[ ] by note (sending notes with your child)

[ ] once a month

[ ] by appointment

[ ] once a 6-week grading

[ ] by drop in (unscheduled visit)

[ ] 2-3 times during a school year

[ ] other (please list below).

[ ] never

period

4. What do you communicate with your child's
teacher about? Check all that apply.
2. On average, how often do you communicate

[ ] grades

with your child's teacher?

[ ] attendance

[ ] daily .

[ ] lessons/homework

[ ] several times a week

[ ] your child's behavior

[ ] several time a month

[ ] general school information

[ ] once a month

[ ] information about and/or photos of class

[ ] once a 6-week grading period

activities and projects

. [ ] 2-3 times during a school year

[ ] other (please list below)

[ ] never
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5.

If you could communicate with your child's

*if you answered no, do you expect to be able to

teacher about anything or any topic, what

use email within the next 6 months?

would you communicate about?

[ ] yes [ ]no

Check all that apply.
9. Do you use the world wide web/Internet to

[ ] grades .
[ ] attendance

get or find infonnation?

[ ] les·sons/homework

[ ]yes

[ ] no*

[ ] your child's behavior
[ ] general school information

*if you answered no, do you expect to be

[ ] information about and/or photos of class

able to use the world wide web/Internet

activities and projects

within the next 6 months?

[ ] other (Please list below)

[ ] no

[ ] yes

10. Where do you most often use your email
and/or internet?
[ ] home
[ ] library

Section Il
6. Some people like using computers; some

[ ] work
[ ] relative's/friend's house

1 1 . To the best of your knowledge, how does

don't. Do you ever use a computer at your

the email/internet that you use most often

home, work or elsewhere (i.e.: library,

work?

relative/friend's house)?
[ ] yes

[ ] no

[ ] a high speed, dedicated line such as IAN,
cable, or Ethernet
[ ] standard modem (via a phone line)

7. If you don't currently use a computer, do
you think you might buy or have access to a
computer within the next 6 months?
[ ] yes

[ ] no*

12. If applicable, please choose the speed
closest to that of your modem:

[ ] 14.4
[ ] 28.8

• ifyou answered no, please iki.p the rest of
Section II go on to Section Ill

[ ] 36.6

[ 1 56.6
[ ] other ____

8. Do you use email?

[ ] don't know

[ ] yes [ ] no*
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Section III

17. If you had a choice, what way of

13. If your child's class had a website, how

communicating with your child's teacher

often would you look at it if you could?

would you like best?

[ ] everyday

[ ] traditional notes and communications
sent between home and school

[ ] 2-3 times a week

[ ] all electronic (email/internet) 2-way

[ ] once a week
[ ] a few times a month

communication between home and school
[ ] a combination of both traditional and

[ ] once a month
[ ] several times during a school year

electronic

[ ] never

Section IV
14. If you could, how often would you use email
to commwticat.e with your child's teacher?

This information is for data purposes and
completely confidential !

[ ] every day
[ ] 2-3 times a week

18. Ages of all children in the household:

[ ] once a week
[ ] a few times a month
[ ] once a month
[ ] several times during a school year
[ ] never
15. If you had email/internet access, how often
would you want updates about your child
and his/her class?
[ ] everyday

19. Ages of parents/guardians:
[ ] less than 28

[ ] less than 28

[ ] 28-33

[ ] 28-33

[ 1 34-40

[ ] 34-40

[ ] 41-45

[ ] 40-45

[ ] older than 45

[ ] older than 45

20. Home zip code ______
2 1 . &lucation of parents/guardians:

[ ] 2-3 times a week

[ ] high school

[ ] high school

[ ] once a week

[ ] 2 year college

[ ] 2 year college

[ ] a few times a month

[ ] 4 year college

[ ] 4 year college

[ ] once a month

[ ] graduate work

[ ] graduate work

[ ] several times during a school year
[ ] never

22. Please include any comments you'd like to
make at bottom or on back of page:

16. Would you allow your child's picture to be
used on a class website if only first names
were used (no last names)?

[ ] probably ves
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Thank you very much for your time.
Please fold the survey and seal it (optional) with tape or a staple. Return the survey to
school as soon as possible, and no later than Friday, November 10.

SURVEY RESPONSE ENCLOSED
Dear Teacher -- Please place sealed survey in the envelope provided
and give the child a treat. Envelopes will be collected Friday
afternoon, November 10.
Thank you so much for your help!
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Appendix C - Classroom Parent Survey

1112 Twin Hill Lane • Knoxville, Tennessee 37932-3036 • (865) 966-8012 • LGary@utk.edu

July 14, 2001
Dear Parent This is to follow up on a project from your child's kindergarten class. As you know,
(teacher's name) began a class web page this year and also used email to talk with parents for the
first time. Now we'd like to know what you thought about it.
I'll be using the information we collect as part of my thesis -- I'm a graduate student in
communications at the University of Tennessee -and (teacher's name) can use it to get ideas for
her next class as well.
The survey does not ask for names or any personal infonnation, so all responses will stay
confidential. I've enclosed a stamped, self-addressed envelope to make things easy. So if you
can spare a few minutes to give some feedback, I'd really appreciate it. If possible, please drop
it back in the mail before the end of the week.
Thanks so much!

Sincerely,

Lisa Gary
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Survey: Kindergarten Communication
Thank you for taking a few minutes to complete this survey.
Every opinion is important! Remember, all answers are
completely confidential, no names are used, and the
information is for research purposes only.

1. How did you communicate with your

•

3. Which way did you communicate with your

child's teacher this past school year?

child's teacher MOST OFTEN?

Check all that apply.

[ ] by phone

[ ] by phone

[ ] by email

[ ] by email

[ ] by note (sending notes with your child)

[ ] by note (sending notes with your child)

[ ] by appointment

[ ] by appointment

[ ] by drop in (unscheduled visit)

[ ] by drop in (unscheduled visit)

[ ] other (please list below)

[ ] other (please list below)

4. About how often did you visit your child's
2. On average, how often did you

class website?

communicate with your child's teacher?

[ ] every day

[ ] daily

[ ] 2-3 times a week

[ ] several times a week

[ ] once a week

[ ] several time a month

[ ] a few times a month

[ ] once a month

[ ] once a month

[ ] once a 6-week grading period

[ ] several times during a school year

[ ] 2-3 times during a school year

[ ] never

[ ] never
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5. About how often did you talk with your
child's teacher using email?
[ ] every day
[ ] 2-3 times a week
[ ] once a week
[ ] a few times a month
[ ] once a month
[ ] several times during a school year

9. Which way did you communicate with your
OLDER child's teacher MOST OFTEN?
[ ] by phone
[ ] by email
[ ] by note (sending notes with your child)
[ ] by appointment
[ ] by drop in (unscheduled visit)
[ ] other (please list below)

[ ] never
6. Do you have any children older than the
child who just finished kindergarten? (If no,
s"lci.p questions 7-10 and go to question 11.)
[ ] yes
[ ] no
7. About how often did you communicate with
your OLDER child's teacher?
[ ] everyday
[ ] 2-3 times a week
[ ] once a week
[ ] a few times a month
[ ] once a month
[ ] several times during a school year
[ ] never
8. How did you communicate with your
OLDER child's teacher this past school
year? Check all that apply.
[ ] by phone
[ ] by email
[ ] by note (sending notes with your child)
[ ] by appointment

10. Did your OLDER child's ' class have a
website?
[ ] yes

[ ] no

1 1 . If you could choose, would your child's first
grade class have a website? Circle a number
from O to 4, with O being "don't want at all"
and 4 being "want very much."
0

1

2

3

not at all

4
very much

12. If you could choose, would your child's first
grade class teacher to talk with you using
email? Circle a number from O to 4, with 0
being "don't want at all" and 4 being "want
very much."
0

1

2

3

4

very much

not at all

[ ] by drop in (unscheduled visit) ·
[ ] other (please list below)

Please answer a few short questions on the
back of this page.
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For all the following questions, write as much as you'd like. Use extra paper if you wish.
13. What, if anything, did you like about talking with your child's kindergarten teacher via email?

14. Was there anything you did NOT like about using email to talk with your child's kindergarten
teacher?

15. What did you like about your child's kindergarten class website?

16. Was there anything you did NOT like about your child's kindergarten class website?

17. What could your child's kindergarten teacher do to make a website or email work better for parents
and children in her class? ·

18. Do you think parents of younger children (kindergarten, first and second grade) need to talk with_
their child's teacher more or more often than parents of older children (third grade and older)?

19. If you have older children, were you more satisfied or less satisfied in how often you could
communicate with their teachers? (As compared to your experience with your younger child's
kindergarten year?) If you were less satisfied, what would have helped?

Please write any other comments you'd like to make.
A Case Study of the Use of the Internet as a Two-Way Communication Tool In a Tennessee Kindergarten Class
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Appendix D - In-Depth Follow-up Parent Interview
(Researcher) Where have you lived?
(Parent) I grew up in Alaska. My dad was a school principal. Of course, that was the ancient,
olden days. Let's see, (my husband) and I moved and my first two children were born in (north
eastern state). But we've lived in Tennessee before, about eight years ago, with two kids, until
about, I guess (older daughter) was in second grade and (older son) was in fifth grade. (kinder
garten child) was born in (large western state) and we lived out there for about three years, so
(older son) was in middle school and (older daughter) was in elementary school. Completely
different school system out there, because of the weather a lot of it, but also because the schools
were so overcrowded out there and under-maintained. We were under the false impression that
(large western state) schools are some of the best in the nation. By the time we got there, that
wasn't really true. It was probably true in the seventies and maybe the eighties, but not today.
Well, first of all, there was no busing in our particular area. I don't know what that huge chunk
of the budget went to, the schools that we toured-we had to tour because you had to almost bid
to get into a school, you weren't necessarily guaranteed to get into your neighborhood school.
You might have to drive your child across town several miles to get into a school, � it was who
you knew, if your realtor was really good and knew the principal, then you could get into a
particular school
(Researcher) And you're talking about public school.
(Parent) There was no way you could get in private schools. They were way overcrowded. And
some of the physical plants we were at had buckets right over their computers because their roofs
were leaking that badly. It was a shock, a huge shock that anyone would let a building deterio
rate that badly. They had children just crammed into open-walled schools. It was amazing, it
really was sad. (older son) had fifty-two kids in his math class in junior high school, the ad
vanced class in one room. That's a lecture hall that's not a math class. It was interesting. I don't
know, I think he learned how to do math by himself. He learned it incorrectly, I think he kind of
invented it as he went along because there really wasn't any kind of personal instruction.
They did away with busing, they required parents to do transportation. They did away with
lockers in the brand new schools they built because lockers are a huge expense to maintain. And
what they did was each of the children had a set of books they were able to bring home with
them the first couple of days of school so they didn't have to have those heavy backpacks and
there was no reason why they could never do their homework because they forgot a book and
then there was a classroom set so that everyone used the classroom set when they were at school
and everyone came home with just their papers. That was fabulous. I loved that. So they
· carried their backpacks to every class, when they had to change in junior high school because,
you know, they didn't have a locker, but it wasn't so bad since they didn't have to carry around
those heavy books.
(Researcher) So they spent their locker money on more books?
(Parent) You figure maybe three to five years, maybe more, you know, they would recycle books
with new books or more advanced editions.
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(Researcher) You've not been here that long, but do you feel like there was more of an avenue
for community input into the schools at places you've been in the past?
(Parent) When we lived here the first time, that was about seven years ago when the kids were•in
school here. I was a much younger mother then and I think my impressions of schools changes
because when you enter into a kindergarten situation and then you start into first grade, second
grade, those moms are so much more involved, their children want them to be there, the school
wants them, needs them to be there, extra hands and all that. And so when you get older chil
dren, your kids don't want you there, the teachers don't want you interrupting, it's almost as if
they don't directly, but indirectly want you to stay away.
This is kind of re-entry with me with (kindergarten child) going into first grade this year because
I don't really know anybody, but it's the perfect way to meet a community is when you have a
child in school, having children makes much more easy to integrate into any community. So, I
think there's probably women within the school that I'll really enjoy meeting. I felt more
involved in the whole community because of women that I've met within the elementary school.
I'm not kidding you, some of these backpacks are more than a little girl could carry.
(Researcher) Some children do carry a lot.
(Parent) Although they do say they are getting coordinated with all the teachers, that they try
within their pods so they don't have tests all on one day, but even so. You want your child to
study and understand the material and you'd like for them to have their books at home. The
computer would be great if they could do selections, they could just scan it in there, then the kids
would know what to read, their parents would know, too. Maybe, they could give the child a CD
instead of a book from the very beginning.
(Researcher) That's a great idea. The time will probably come when that's true. It probably
would vary by community, how many families could handle the CD.
(Parent) It would be interesting. We lived in (northeastern state) until we moved here. That was
interesting because it was such a small town, there were three schools, a primary, middle and a
high school. We liked that because the town surrounded the schools, since it was such an old
community, the kids could walk to the school. They had buses because of the weather. But you
really could walk to the school. I like that fact that they weren't on a bus twenty minutes a day,
each day. Kids are so busy today, too. We spend entirely too much time in the car.
(Researcher) We do, too. I'm already thinking ahead to when school starts and what that's going
to be.
(Parent) One of the other things I was curious about and of course, I'd forgotten about this
because it doesn't really apply to (older son) and (older daughter). (Older daughter) will prob
ably ride the bus the first day take care of her own stuff and (older son) will drive to school
because he's in high school and take care of his own stuff. And with (kindergarten child), the
first day, does everyone show up in their cars to drop their child off? Major traffic.
I can do that. Next year, I'll have two kids at one school and then they'll be able to get home
after school so it will be a little bit easier.
(Researcher) And staggered pickup times. I was really interested to see if there was a difference
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in responses in parents who had older children and parents who didn�t as to how much commu
nication they wanted and how much communication they expected to have.
(Parent) I think with the little ones they're so excited about everything that they're doing that
they don't find that they don't need to eliminate from the fact that they're doing something;
whereas with junior high kids, especially, their sense of timing and, um, planning for when
projects are due are still in that formative stage, so you end up. Or they think like (older son) did
when he was in junior high (and we're so happy he did then rather than in high school or college)
that he didn't need a day planner, he could remember everything from six classes without having
to write it down. Which showed up quite evidently on his first report card because he didn't
have a very good memory. I would like to be able to look and see what their lesson plan is for
the year, the syllabus, even if it's a monthly basis or a couple of months at a time to be able to
know if she's keeping up without it's the weekend before the project is due and I had no clue that
she actually had a project. That hasn't happened yet, but I can see the possibility.
(Researcher) Is that something you'd be willing to go online to get?
(Parent) Oh, yes, and the other thing is, I guess I'm not used to sort of a public access TV
channel that (this community) runs that has events that happens in (this community) and I
assume it covers the schools if the schools are closed in (this community). I'd like to hear more
about if there is information for kindergarten parents about buses, exactly where the buses would
run or a way for parents to find out where to get information. I'd think that would be a great way
to communicate with parents.
(Researcher) An awful lot of the information comes through the school offices. And those ladies
are always so busy at the first of the school year especially, it would be interesting to see how
much it would cut down on their workload.
(Parent) You'd almost need a full-time volunteer to go in there and type all these things out,
especially the frequently asked questions by parents about whatever issues because they get the
same questions every year, you know they do. Information is so important and it really is a lot of
the same things every year and unless you know someone like I know you if I have a question,
I'd call you. If you don't and you're new, you're lost. And you can't get parent support within
the school unless they feel like they're part of it right away. You're lucky that you have a large
group of very active people. I heard about the fall festival.
(Researcher) It was amazing, the turnout for that.
(Parent) Yeah, I'm looking forward to that this year, too. Then the technology drive they did, the
donations or whatever, that was really good, too.
The thing in (western state), the way they did the taxation rate was that if you'd lived for a
hundred years and paid $50,000, you paid a percentage of $50,000. But if you'd moved in a
couple of years ago and paid $400,000 for a home, you paid a percentage of taxes on $400,000,
so the new people were supporting the school system and a majority of people were not. And
you can't have communities that retain their value and grow in value and unless have good
school systems. I don't know whether we've educated our public as to that, either. If we had a
web site people could go to where people could get the message over and over again that you
support the school system not just for the kids although that's true, it's also for the homeowners,
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too, because with better schools, more people want to move into that area. It's not just the
parents that are involved. You've got a lot of people who feel left out even though they're part of
the community. Support your local school, it's not just a phrase or a bullet point.
(Researcher) How would you compare your experiences with your children's kindergarten years?
I realize teaching styles vary and personalities vary, but considering access to infonnation. How
would you compare (kindergarten child)'s year to your older children's when they were young?
(Parent) I would say, like night and day. I was able to walk to the school and pick them up at the
back of the building so I was able to see the teacher so if there was something really outrageous
happening with my child she was able to walk down the hall or flag me down and tell me what
happened. Other than that it was strictly whatever the school newsletter was. There may have
been one for each classroom if there was some big deal. And they had behavior books that they
would sign and check and they would stick a newsletter in at the end of every week. But it was a
weekly thing, and you kind of had to wait to see if your child was having a problem until the end
of every week. On the one hand, you wanted to say that was the price of growing up, but on the
other hand, it's nice to be able to write in and say, ''There might be a problem this week because
there's a death in the family, or there's a huge party, or there's a wedding coming up and there's
lots of excitement.'' But we never got to do that with (older son) or (older daughter). I guess
you could have really been a pain and gone in every day, but I felt that was such an intrusive part
of being a parent. I think that you take for granted these are professional people that are in there
and they have to work a long day and they prepare a long time for this day. Then we go in and
interrupt them and expend their day as if they were able to stand there and chat. You know,
they're tired. I would be tired after dealing with twenty kids for a whole day.
(Researcher) The word that you used, "intrusive," is a word I've heard as feedback from other
parents. What is it that makes you feel that you're being intrusive?
(Parent) Well, it's nice to believe that you're the most important person in your child's teacher's
life, but you're not. That's reality. And I've just known enough women and seen enough moms
go in thinking the classroom revolves around their child and this women has no life of her own. I
think part of it is that you automatically assume because the teacher is a woman which most of
them are, and especially in grade school that they want to talk that they have this need to talk
because you're also a woman that they want to sit and chat with you a half an hour, but a half an
hour at a shot with that many kids, I just think to myself, she's a working woman and she prob
ably has errands to run after school, she has to make dinner or have dinner and she might have
children of her own that she has to worry about communicating with their teachers. I guess what
it is that I've finally come to the conclusion that a teacher is a person, too, with all the same
things on her plate that I do, plus she's teaching my child. I don't want to take that time away
from her personal life when she gave that time, she gave at the office. I don't want to extend her
day any more than I have to, especially in person, because then they can't tum you away, I mean
I know they can answer you later or if a phone call doesn't get back to you when you want to, the
computer excellent for that because it's a day or night kind of response time, but when you're in
there in person, they don't want to give you a bad impression, they don't want to make you feel
guilty, they don't want to make you feel. . .they're just very generous, the teachers are that I've
come in contact with and it just seems very intrusive to me to assume that they have all the time
in the world just for you, that they don't have another life outside the building.
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(Researcher) Do you feel like that feeling of intruding keeps you from communicating as much
as you would otherwise?
(Parent) It did when my older two children were in school. It would have to something, like,
really important for me to consider writing a note, or making a phone call or especially going in.
I'd have to be really upset about something to go in, which is a terrible thing to enter the school
with that much of an issue on your hands that has to be dealt with right away. That's a terrible
way to confront anybody, let alone your child's teacher, but a lot of times you'd think the situa
tion would stop after a few times and if it didn't, your rage or anger upset would increase and
you'd wait until youjust couldn't take it anymore to go in, but now I don't. With (the teacher)
this year, even if it was just a thought, a passing idea, I'd be able to write it down to her and get a
response back and not necessarily expect it right away, just know that I have given it to her and
not have to remember it, nothing was stored up. So if, (kindergarten child) was having a prob
lem with somebody in the class or she felt lonely or sad or out of place or if she had an issue that
she had to deal with, then I could deal with that right away and I could let it go, too.
(Researcher) This is something I really hadn't thought about. In a lot of literature that I've read,
and I can understand this because I have educators in my family, too, that you just feel reluctant
to deal with parents because so often there's a problem involved. I wonder if they had the
opportunity to communicate more when there wasn't a problem, if that would avoid situations
like what you were describing . . . .
(Parent) Well, you don't run up to your friends or wait until you're really angry and run up to
somebody who's a good friend of yours and just yell in their face, "How could you possibly let
this happen? Do you realize?" You go up to them and say, "(older son) and Sally aren't getting
along right now. And I noticed this has been a problem at my house. I just wanted to let you
know that so if you hear (older son)y say anything that you can get back to _this we can, you
know, figure this out right away rather than letting it escalate." That's what it is when I get
feedback from (kindergarten child) about what's going on in her classroom, it's definitely her
perception of what's happening, not necessarily what is happening, but she thinks it is, hurting
her feelings or not or she's really happy about it or she thinks she's doing the right thing, but
she's not, and to be able to get that off my chest right away is more like a friend to a friend. It
takes the emotion out of a lot of it. It lets you be pro-active instead of reactive. I think that's a
really good thing, a really good thing. The teacher's completely unprepared that you're upset
about something and you rush in there with this issue that has to be dealt with and that's a
terrible way to have to deal with anybody.
You know I guess that's one of the things I mentioned on my questionnaire is that it's non
confrontational. I guess because I know this about myself, I'rq very emotional, I react emotion
ally first, and then it takes me awhile, I need to talk about it a lot and then it comes around to
being logical after I've worked either anger or being upset or something. Then it dawns on me
that really what I was upset about really wasn't that big a deal, it was just I coming at it from the
wrong angle.
(Researcher) So, it sounds like you're saying a lot of the communication needs you'd have with a
younger child are day-to-day type things, not always major issues.
(Parent) Sometimes, it's not really something that needs to be answered, it's just something I
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need to tell, "(kindergarten child)'s feeling this way" or "(kindergarten child)'s had this experi
ence and I just wanted you to know this is her view on what happened. Don't need a response,
just wanted to let you know." Just so she's heads up about somebody says she's a "ditto", and
she didn't know what a "ditto" was, so that sounded terrible to her. Because, you know, teachers,
they're so busy, they don't understand that they don't see everything. They can't possibly. Even
with just the three kids I have at home, you don't know exactly what's happening between any
two of them at the same time. Just to let her know, heads up, that's she's upset or that if she says,
"Ditto," to somebody that she doesn't, you know, I've tried to tell her what it is or just some
awareness for each child. Kids, they go through so much at this stage, they really do. She's
really upset that she doesn't know how to read yet but that's okay.
With the older ones, I don't think I'd want to know everything that's going on. I'd think I'd kind
of like to know more long term: She's got a project due on this book, on this day and it should
include this. Just so I know. I'd like to give my input back: I really think they should do book
reports once a week or once every two weeks, a book that they choose that they write a book
report so that they learn how to write it. I'd like to give my opinion on whether they should do
arts and crafts projects every term which I think is foolish and a waste of time. I'd like to be able
to say yes, my child is visual person and she needs this kind of activity instead of this kind of
activity and I think that they should be able to make that exception for her sometimes. I think
it's kind of sad that when they're in eighth grade they're required to make a mobile for school
instead of writing a book report. I'd like to be abte to say that that's not really age-appropriate
with maybe a response, maybe not, but to be able to say that, get it off my chest. To let them
know how I feel about that without going in and confronting them; they can read it and say,
''Well, twelve parents came back and said this is a really dumb idea, they're· thirteen years old,
they <:fon't need to be making a mobile."
(Researcher) And you don't feel like you have the opportunity to say it.
(Parent) No, I don't and I think there's safety in numbers, but there's also, you're not being in. their-face negative when you're on a computer, writing it down. And I also think people tend to
temper their language when they have to write it down, it becomes less aggressive and more
informative so I think it takes a lot of the edge off of things, too. I think it also might, as a
source of information, give teachers more power within their pods and within their schools, with
their principals saying, ''We've got a whole bunch of parents who are saying these are upper
level reading kids, honors reading kids. Why are they doing this? This is not an appropriate
project."
This is their way to insist that there be an equal opportunity for kids that are higher end than the
average. Maybe that's just my perspective. (Older son) was an early reader. (Older daughter) is .
an excellent reader. (kindergarten child) will be an excellent reader. They're all bright kids and
there are definitely different families, definitely different needs for different kids and I find that
the kids whose needs are not being met are the honors kids, the higher end kids. I'd like to be
able to address that, even if there is forum and you believe your child to be better; you should be
able write in and chat with people and come up with ideas to give to teachers, pod leaders, the
school principal that you know there has to be this book report, but, I mean, she had to read three
books this summer in junior high school, that was really great, but she didn't really have to write .
anything down about it, she had to do projects, arts and crafts stuff. I really wanted her to write.
I think anybody can figure out how to make ·a mobile later in life, but I need her to learn how to
write a complete sentence, spell correctly and, you know.
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(Researcher) There are parent-teacher associations and a lot of times school officials see that as
a way for parents to have input into the schools. Do you feel like those types of organizations
present the opportunity to do the types of things you were just describing?
(Parent) My first reaction is to say no. I've never felt comfortable at those meetings; I feel very
exposed. It's not like you can stand up and nobody knows, well, they might not know who you
are, but they can recognize you, they can see you. They can see you and they can know that you
are either a terrible public speaker and you can't really phrase a question properly or you get
teary about people looking at you and you have this emotional issue or you need something
changed. And, you have no power. We had a meeting over at the clubhouse in our neighborhood
the other day and it was really nice we had this meeting to ask us about whether we should let
this other part of the community join our pool, but frankly, he had all the votes. There was no
reason why we should have been there voting. It was strictly infonnative and a nice thing for
him to do, but we had no power. And that's how I feel when I go to one of those things, it's, like,
parent-teacher organizations, that's really great, but I have no input. It doesn't matter what I say,
even if it's a great idea, they've already got policy made. They're going to follow policy no
matter what anyone says, and even if you decided to change it-It's a great idea-it's not going
to be changed fast enough to affect my child. It won't happen for two or three years. That's
really great, you should always try to help other people also; however, I'm worried about my
children.
And I don't understand why they don't have similar things going on in similar schools. I know
that (our old Knoxville school) is going through a major change in the junior high school, new
principal and all that kind of stuff. Why aren't these people talking to each other? Why does the
(our old Knoxville school) PfA have a . . . they had a retreat so that you would know people
anyone could go, could sign up to go. But they don't have that here to my knowledge. How
would you find out about it? It's mostly kept as a social action that's kept as strictly for fun;
although, I will say that (this community) Middle School has a Newcomers' Luncheon almost
every month so as people move in they would meet some people. But there's no real follow-up
on that and I know women are really busy, but you almost need like a buddy system. Somebody
new moves in and you get a buddy that's been there for a long time to get you to come to these
meetings and have input, gives you an immediate friend and an immediate liaison into the
community.
(Researcher) You used the word power. You were saying you don't feel like you have any power
in the PfA. How would you contrast that with the day-to-day input that you had this year with
your kindergarten child?
(Parent) I don't know that I ever affected anything that (the teacher) did. I think she's a very
confident individual, I think she had a plan, I think she knew exactly what she was doing. I think
the power was in that I felt secure enough to tell her that (kindergarten child) was reacting badly
or having a great time. Power is such an important issue in everybody's life; if you have a lack
of it, it lowers your self-esteem. It's not like power means you get everything you want, it just
means you feel like you have a say, you feel like somebody's listening to you. In that regard, I
felt like someone was listening to me and I had a way to just let her know what happened that
day. If something was good one day that was not in doubt, I could give her feedback on that.
And that gave me some kind of power or control over what happened in her classroom because
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she would know that maybe (another child in the class) and (my kindergarten child) weren't
getting along and so maybe they should have time apart or maybe she needs to get them together
more so they could find out that they really were friends and get past that whatever they had
trouble with. So that gave me power; it wasn't a huge issue I was talking about, no major atomic
changes in the classroom, just somebody that would listen to what I though was happening with
(kindergarten child).
(Researcher) So the power is that someone is listening to what you have to say?
(Parent) On an individual level, yes. When it comes to an issue like gifted children, I think that
maybe I would need to have some kind of change or to have somebody say yes, we want you to
come in, we want you to contact so-and-so and bring them in right away to make this happen. I
don't want to get lip service about gifted children. On an individual level, I'll let you know
what's going on and maybe it's not as important now with (kindergarten child) because she's so
yomg, but as she gets older, I'd really want to be able to, if there's something I really want for
her school-and that just sounds terrible, doesn't it?-what I want for this school. But there are
often issues that there are groups of people really want, but they haven't networked and they
don't know that they are not alone in wanting this issue. I think that gifted parents are that way.
They don't want to bother anybody, they know their kids are bright, you know, their kids aren't
missing out on anything. And they're not a noisy group. I think they need more power, they
need more of a say to buy in to what happens in the school. They don•t get that. They don't get
the programs that they need; although the special needs children do. And they need it, but so do
our kids.
(Researcher) Would you say that the opportunity for input ought to be at more of the school
level, the system level in addition to the classroom level?
(Parent) Yes. I think it would be nice also if there were TAG (talented and gifted) programs or
whatever to know who the people are in there and there really ought to be someone to head up
that group of kids that parents could have a site just for them, also, so they could get their issues
and get their petitions and whatever so they go in with their agenda with verified numbers of
people, not just one mother saying, "I'd like them to study medieval literature or whatever."
(Researcher) You said that your dad was a school principal. My dad was a teacher and adminis
trator, too. That may be one of the reasons we think about these issues so much, but I know
when I was growing up the parents who had a lot to say about things were the ones usually
making problems. The educators felt they were professionals and they know what's best. Do
you see a change in people's attitudes about that?
(Parent) I don't know. I think you always have squeaky wheels. Do I see a change? I don•t
know if the system's been ever that changed that much in the whole history of school.
(Researcher) Do yo� think what parents want and expect is changing?
(Parent) No. I think maybe expectations have gotten lower. I think that a lot of times that
parents see school as a babysitter. I think that they're just happy, a lot of them, that their child is
not at home; they know where they're at, they going to get food, they're going to get watched,
they•re going to get some exercise, they're going to get to interact with other kids, and maybe
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they'll come out knowing how to read, write and do math. I don't think a lot of parents look
down the road far enough to understand what their child needs and how excited they should be
about learning and that it's a life-long process. I think they see it as a twelve-year experience
and then you're done. That's part of our problem, although I think it's easier for people who are
college graduates and professionals, that upper-middle class to think everybody thinks like they
do. You know they don't. I heard it's very difficult to get administrators here. I don't know, I
always thought that was real plus thing to do. You think with all the moms in the school with
college experience, college degrees who might want to go back, you know, re-up their certifica
tion and teach or go into administration. I just don't see us making it a job that anybody wants to
do. We still don't value those who give this much to our kids. It's sad.
(Researcher) Do you think you want more input and to have more of a voice in the school than
your pa.rents' generation did?
(Parent) I'd say when your parents were involved in the schools you went to in a really amazing
way. I don't know, I think there were a lot more people involved in the schools because a lot less
really worked. So you had, that was the thing to do, that was the social activity, that was the PTA
and all the programs that when went on. We had probably parties and haunted houses done by
the schools, a huge thing in which the parents came in and were sketch artists or make-up people
or whatever. Although there are a lot of women who are really dedicated, it seems like there are
less people are involved and more are doing more work, more of the share of the work than the
number of people who have kids at the school. You want to say that, OK, well, both parents are
working and they need to work, but still, you have to give some of your time back to the school.
I don't know how that would work, I really don't. But I don't think parents are as involved as
they were. I think some parents are more involved than anybody thought you ever could be. It's
almost like a mini-business that's within the school. I think that most parents are not as involved
as their parents were.
(Researcher) It's mostly because they're not there.
(Parent) Yes.
(Researcher) I hadn't thought about that. The opportunity for interaction was probably different
when parents were in the school more often, and now there are a lot of parents that never have
the opportunity to be there.
(Parent) Right, or they don't make the opportunity to be there. I don't what else you could do. I
realize people work shift work, but I just remember Christmas programs or end of the year things
where even both parents would show up. It was a big deal if your child got an award. And now,
I don't know.
(Researcher) I wonder if the use of technology will combat that for parents who can't be there
physically.
(Parent) That's interesting. I guess it could be like that movie with Sandra Bullock with the
computer where you become such a lone figure that you don't know anybody. Nobody really
knows what you look like. It's a way to remain separate, yet still be connected to everything. I
guess that could happen. At least, they'd be informed. At least they'd know what was going on.
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You know, there'd be an opportunity to say, ''So-and-so's really bright" or "So-and-so's really
helpful today." It would be . . . There's two sides to that coin. I see this, as having communication
within the school as just being the tip of the iceberg as a way to communicate with so many other
entities within a community. This really should be a huge web; it shouldn't be as difficult even
as it is now.
It's not really back to the computer or myself, but it seems as if whenever I try to be there, the
questions that I want to ask, it's very difficult to get to the place where you can ask them and get
feedback. Of course my kids know how to do that, but I don't. I'd like to be able to ask ques
tions when you get into a town, where to go to the DMV. I know they have phone numbers and
things like that, but it would be nice to be able to just get on the computer and be able to find the
school and the principal and what basically happens the first day of school and what you really
should do and what time you should get there. or how bad the traffic is on the way or in front of
the school or what the school bus driver wants you to do. You know, you've got a first grader,
then they want you there at the bus stop to drop them off, they want you there to pick them up,
they don't want anybcxly to be there by themselves or walk home by themselves. I don't know if
that's true or not here.
(Researcher) You'd hope it would be.
(Parent) Well, in (northeastern state), they would not let the children off the bus if there wasn't a
parent there to meet them. They would drive them all the way back to school and then they'd
call you and say, "Come and get them." Which I thought was great for kindergartners, but, I
mean, when does that stop?
(Researcher) You got here when the school year was already underway. What was your reaction
when you found you could communicate with the teacher via email and the class web site?
(Parent) Well, it was the unknown for us, but we got on right away and it was wonderful to be so
informed right up front and to have so many options of things to see. She had listed on the left
hand side of the screen and it was fabulous for us, too, because we could tell grandparents and
friends in other states and then they could see what she was doing in class and see her pictures.
That's always nice, too, because "what did you do in school?" and it's always, "Nothing."
If you've got a clue what they're doing, what they're studying, you know, sometimes grandpar
ents have a book or they see something that will remind them of what the children are studying.
And they could fill in on that or they could learn more about it themselves and talk to the child
more on a one-to-one as a part of their life versus only asking questions. So, I thought it was
wonderful. It was so easy to get on and off, it was easy to see what she was doing. It was
wonderful to see pictures of her and pictures of the other kids. Just, they're always happy. It
was really great.
But, I have to tell you as somebody who doesn't know how you do all that stuff and how you get
all that stuff online, that's got to be a huge chunk of your day to sit down there and put stuff in
and respond to all the parents and make sure that web site is up-to-date. I'm sure after a while it
gets easier for whoever's doing it, but still, that's a lot of work for her to do that.
(Researcher) Especially up front.
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(Parent) I think what I've found, too, is that probably that the teachers I've dealt with in Tennes
see have been more dedicated. It's more of a mission with them versus a job.
(Researcher) You have moved with your older children. How would you compare the comfort
level of a child going into a new classroom situation with this situation? (kindergarten child) had
the opportunity to see what was going to be in her class by going online and looking at some of
the children and seeing some of the activities. Do you think that mattered to her in terms of her
comfort level or learning about her new class? Did it seem to affect her at all?
(Parent) Well, we were very careful when we moved to move in the middle of, or the near the
end of, a semester so that the kids never had to go in brand-new at the beginning of a semester
knowing no one. So we were here that last week of school in December and she was able to go
into the room and meet (the teacher) and see the room and not be afraid of what she was walking
into. She dido 't get to meet any of the children, but she felt really comfortable with (the
teacher). (Older son) actually went to school with (the teacher)' youngest daughter, which was
like, a really small world. The older two kids, they didn't get to do that, but the schools were
really welcoming. I was most worried about the junior high, but the ladies in the office were
wonderful and they put (older daughter) in a great pod.
I think everywhere that we've moved to, from here to (western state), the kids were ahead in
what they were doing. From (large western state) to (northeastern state) , not as much, but it was
toward the end of the year, so it really didn't make a difference. From (northeastern state) to
here, they were way ahead. They probably wouldn't have had to go to school that whole last
semester which makes me wonder why aren't they covering the same things all over the country
as they do in certain parts. I don't think it would have made much of a difference to the older
kids. Timing was more of an issue than familiarity with what they were studying, what they
were doing. I think in a way it gives them a fallback position that they don't know what's going
on, they weren't sure, they don't have to come up right away. They know they're not informed
about what's going on in this particular classroom.
You know one thing they had in (northeastern state) that they don't have here which really
bothers me is they don't have foreign language in the middle school here. And now, they're
starting, I guess, in elementary school, they're thinking about Spanish. The younger that they're
involved in this, the better. So, (older daughter) had one semester of Spanish and nothing here.
And, I question that.
(Researcher) I guess it's not been a priority, it takes funding, which is always a problem.
(Parent) Another parent I know had a much different experience with her kindergartner, and we
really worried about it. She really didn't care for the teacher. There was really no co:qununica
tion back and forth. She wasn't really pleased with what they were doing. And I felt kind of
guilty because we were really lucky to be put in with, I thought, the best teacher, in the school.
So, I can't say there _was nothing negative about the experience, I can only say that it is, you can
take that kind of thing for granted because she puts in a lot of work and she offers things that are
definitely extra and extra work for her. And I can't see every teacher doing that because I don't
see every teacher running their classroom the same way. I don't see every teacher being as
dedicated as (the teacher) is, she just kind of takes that in stride and she herself is an amazing
role model for women. To see her, she's always changing, learning, growing. There's so many
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women who figure, they're in there, you know, they teach second grade and that's all they teach
and that's all they know and there's no new excitement, there's no new learning for them.
It was an amazing experience to be involved in this. It was just so very modem and new and
easy. Very user-friendly, the whole system was user-friendly; you don't have to worry whether
you're an outgoing person or shy, the Internet is there for everybody. You're not going to blush,
you're not going to stammer, and you say the things you want. You know how you talk to people
and you walk away then fifteen minutes later, "I should have said that. That would have been
really petfect." This way, you get a chance to read what you're going to write and think about it
and put in everything you wanted to put in and send it off. That's good. That's -really good for
me. I'm not usually good at putting my thoughts together spur of the moment, especially when
you're dealing on an emotional level which is usually what you're doing when you have to talk
to the teacher because you're upset.
(Researcher) ff you could separate the use of the electronic communication tool from the
personality of the teacher (which is hard to do), how would you think it would work, based on
your experience of lots of teachers over the years, with a teacher who was different from (the
teacher), whose nature was to be less communicative?
(Parent) Well, this is almost the exact one of the questions you asked before about "would it
eliminate some parents from ever actually having to come in and participate?" You still have to
know the teacher. It doesn't take away the idea the teacher should still have one-on-ones with
you in person. Because it's true even if you get letters from anybody, email or snail mail, you
still have to understand where the person's coming from. What kind of mood they're in when
they're writing, whether they have a dry sense of h�or or whether they're overtly funny all the
time, whether they're taking something serious, whether they're just a plain-spoken person. You
have to know the teacher or the person that's writing to know where they're coming from, to
some degree. On the other hand, I think that writing skills, I guess I think about the Victorian era
when I think of that, writing skills have become more important to our kids. In order to commu
nicate an idea, you've got to be able to express it clearly. Maybe that's what we're working
towards also, is understanding that in order for anybody to communicate on the Internet since it's
a written form you really need to have educated that person in how to communicate almost
basically.
I just remember when (my husband) first started off that they were giving practice courses in
business writing, some of it, of course, was how to protect yourself so you wouldn't open
yourself up to a lawsuit by saying something inflammatory or just the facts. What they wanted
you to do was give '1ust the facts." Maybe that's harder for women because you have a lot of
sentences that begin with "I feel that." Or, you know, but to be able to write like that, I think, is
good for everybody to write a decent business letter or a letter requesting help from a certain
organization or to get to the bottom of something. You need to be able to know how to write
without being inflammatory or without too sappy, just good basic writing skills. I think because
of all the people that the teacher would have to deal with anyway, I don't think they'd have time
to be real flowery so like one-page letters to anybody. I'd think you'd have to just get to the gist
of what the parent was asking for and give them a response. Personality makes a huge difference
and I still think that you have to have a parent one-on-one to get to know even in a group.
(Researcher) So you're saying it's good to augment other types of communication, but not to
. replace it. I thought of something that I wanted to ask you earlier. (the teacher) was thinking at
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some point that seeing themselves and seeing their classmates on the computer from home might
pique the curiosity of kids to be interested in what the words said with the picture. It sort of
encouraged a little bit of literacy, learning, possibly. And also, she was interested in the links she
provided, giving parents and children a chance to learn together, some of the same topics that
they were covering in class. Can you tell me about your experiences with either of those things?
(Parent) Well, we did go to several of the links and we loved that. Well, her class is in general
pro-reading and I think that's one of the main concerns that (kindergarten child) had the whole
time she was there was that she was not reading already, she's very worried that she's not reading
already. Yeah, there was an incentive to learn more; it was a little bit frustrating for the nonread
ers because you needed somebody to translate these little things that you were seeing. But, yeah,
it was great The sites were wondetful, the links were great because it's true that a lot of the
children would be interested in knowing more and if you weren'� that was fine. But, it gave us
the opportunity to get someplace that maybe we would not have gone before or wouldn't have
thought to go to. And with new parents, or parents that are not real familiar with the computer or
the web, it was so easy. It was really easy, you didn't have to think about doing anything, and it
was all done for you.
(Researcher) So in that way, I guess it may have played a parent education role.
(Parent) Oh, sure. Just the idea, that, it sounds so sad to say this, the idea that-Hey! You could
augment this at home-Duh! -You could actually learn more than what they're learning in
school. We did this with (older son) when dinosaurs were so huge. We had every dinosaur book
known to man at the time so that he was reading them and it was great. I don't see the girls have
that kind of addiction or obsession with a topic, although they're interested. I mean, (ki_nclergar
ten child) has gone from wanting to be a veterinarian to wanting to be a marine biologist because
of her experience and where can she do that and what colleges would she go to. So, it was neat.
It's been a great year. But, you meet teachers like that, people who make you want to learn, who
make you want to go further than you thought you could go, who just challenge you to think.
(Researcher) Was there anything that I haven't asked you about that you've thought about in
relation to this or that you would like to comment on?
(Parent) I don't think so. Only that I was wondering about the older teachers, not necessarily
even older, but people who aren't as comfortable with the Internet, whether it should be manda
tory or not. Or whether a parent should actually run the site for the teacher and then, in the case
of the classroom where the teacher's not real comfortable with a lot of this stuff. Whether a
parent ·could answer a lot of the questions that come up on the web in regards to classroom stuff.
And I also thought it would nice to have one for the office where you could get basic infonna
tion, even if there's a lunch menu. That's just a lot of paper, it doesn't have to be so strong.
Although, I guess that it would be mandated that they would have to anyway to cover the fact
that not everybody has a computer. I don't know, communication is really important, anyway
you can get it. You wonder whether you ever really get it all when there's only one source and
that's the paper source. This way you kind of have a back up of what they're doing and you
know you're getting it all.
(Researcher) I know children bring papers home in their backpack and parents are busy and
wouldn't think to check.
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(Parent) I wouldn't either and sometimes I felt really guilty. The weekend would go by and go
get it Sunday night and look and gasp, "You had a project to do this weekend?''
(Researcher) In that way, an email alert would be kind of nice.
(Parent) You still have to use it. It still is a responsibility that parents have to take. It's never not
your responsibility, it's never not without effort.
(Researcher) Well, the voice mail system we were talking about earlier, lesson lines. Some
teachers use that, but they don't update it very frequently and so, you call and get the same
message for two or three weeks. You would tend not to think to ca.II after that. So that I would
imagine that information would have to updated fairly frequently to keep people in the habit of
looking for it.
(Parent) This is true. Well, I guess they had something like there was a special word that was
said at the end of every message so the kids would come in, those who knew the word had
obviously called the lesson line and found out what the word for the day was� and they would get
an extra point. And everybody at the end of the week who had seven, six, no five points, they
would be able to get whatever, something out of the treat box or something. That kind of bribery
works really well.
Lesson Line was a good beginning, it really was. I just don't think it was enough. And truly, if
you've got an emergency, there was no way for you to get feedback to the lesson line. And you
didn't want to bother somebody at home. I mean there are times when something strange is
happening and I think (older son) got a snow globe one time for Christmas from his teacher (she
gave one to everybody) and by the time he got home, his was broken. I wanted to know where
she got them and could I replace it. It was too late, the school was closed and I knew what her
number was at home, but you didn't really want to bother her. This way, you could email her
and she could get back to you and not have to ruin the weekend and not have to write a note, you
could deal with the problem right away. It could be that instant. The lesson line never had a way
to give that feedback. It was great way to keep up, but it wasn't really a way to communicate.
After the second grade, they don't really do weekly reports on how your child is doing. They
don't really have, you know, good behavior/bad behavior kind of chart to send home at the end
of the week. So, you 're kind of on your own. Which is kind of good, I guess, I mean, you kind
of want to wean the parents, too. The kids are in there all the time, every day. They'll have to let
these children grow up and go away and respond to different authorities than they are. It would
be nice to be in the know even if you're not necessarily needed physically there. I mean, I think
it's wonderful. I wish they all would do it. But I also think it's like if you're used to having a
certain service in a certain town and you move to a new town. And you just assume that they
have that service, like bus service, you just thought that every city in the nation has bus service
for their school kids. But when you have to drive your children and pick them up every day
that's a huge part of your life that's changed because you've got to find transportation for these
kids. It's nice to be able to think you could have this input and access to the teacher through the
Internet, but since not every teacher does it, it leaves a major hole in the wall that you have to
reconstruct how you deal with them all the time. It would be like every year reinventing the
wheel.
(Researcher) There is automated software that college teachers are using to correspond with their
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students. Students can even log in and get grades back and do self-quizzes to see if they're ready
for the big exam. You kind of have to learn a system, but it's not like you're creating your own
web page, the system does it for you if you tell it what you want it to do. It would be interesting
to see if that sort of thing becomes available for teachers at least for younger students, but there
would have to be a market for it. I can't imagine them doing it for their students, especially for
young kids, but if there was a market for it, it would interesting to see if teachers would used that
if they didn't have to learn so much.
(Parent) Well, I wonder if there's a way they could use some of the older kids at the high school
level. Sort of an internship program that set up programs within the schools. I've always
thought they should get top of the line computers for the high school and as soon as they're three
to five years old, they pass them down to the intermediate school which passes them down to the
elementary school. So, you don't really mind if the kindergartners are pounding on the comput
ers because they're seven years old by the time they get them. The high school kids are ready to
get out into the world having practiced on real top of the line computers.
But, I also think there are skills a lot of these kids have. I still wouldn't think twice
about selling a program like that. It would be totally frightening and daunting to me because I
don't have a clue and even somebody who's new and had some experience with it and did it
every day. I think it would be interesting to incorporate these kids back into their own commu
nity, to make them understand that they have a responsibility to their schools, too. They've
helped set up this program with one classroom, a buddy system between a senior class and the
elementary school so they can help all these teachers get online and once a month, go in and say.
"Do you need me to upgrade this site for you? You answered all these questions, now let's
change your web pages, it's a new month."
(Researcher) It's a very interesting idea.
(Parent) Once you get the cycle going, it's fabulous because then you've got kids who care more
about their elementary schools because they had something to do with it. They're not just
separate entities who just goes through a building. They belong to that community.
(Researcher) Sort of a service/learning kind of. . .
(Parent) Certainly, it would be sort of like, and I question this all of the time, how they mandate
voluntary hours within a community in order to graduate. If you mandate volunteerism, it's
really not volunteering. But, to be able to have some kind of a service-oriented thing that had to
do with another school that you didn't have to go to a soup kitchen or a shelter. You can work
within your own schools and mentor and tutor. I just think it's a good idea.
(Researcher) That's an excellent idea.
(Parent) They're willing to do it now. And if they knew they could look forward to doing it, that
for one class period, for an hour they would go over to the elementary school and do up the
computer programs for that one class and then come back. They're not that far apart that it
would be a travel issue. They would probably just need a little mini-bus or whatever to do that.
I just think that would be great because then it would take a lot of the pressure off the teachers
who don't care to do that themselves and would be really good experience, work experience for
the kids in high school.
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(Researcher) That's a very interesting idea.
(Parent) You know how they'd like to do that, they like to scan everything in there and make it
more than it has to be. They're at the point where they don't understand to stop at just the basics.
they want to do more. So you'd have better web pages, probably, because the kids would find
out all these really interesting links and you'd have to give them guidelines on what . . . Still, I
think it would be kind of interesting.
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Appendix E - The Case Study Class Website
Following is a sampling of pages from the case study class website. In keeping with
the researcher's agreement with the Knox County School System, all references to the spe
cific school and teacher have been obscured. In subject areas where many similar pages
exist, such as with the weekly class newsletter, a representative sample is included here.
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Back to main page

2000-2001 Newsletters:

August 25

Kindergarten Korner
A weekly newsletter for Mrs.
Kindergarten

September 1

November 1 7, 2000

September 8

Dear Parents,
We have fi nished our study on the human body.
We have spent time this week working on
Thanksgiving activities and the fal l harvest as it
relates to nutrition. Please review the concept of
the food pyramid whenever you have
opportunities. Discuss the food groups and which
foods belong to each food group, This is a fairly
difficult concept. Many of the children have
limited experiences, for example determi ning if a
hamburger is from the meat group and an apple is
a fruit. These concepts wil l continue i nto next
week

September 1 5
September 22
September 29
October 6
October 1 3
October 20
October 21
November 3
November 10
November 1 7
November 24
December 1
December 8
December 15
December 22
Janwuy 5

The assembly was real ly cute. The chi ldren
performed perfectly! Thank you for reviewing the
song over the weekend. I thank everyone who was
able to attend. The children were p leased to see
so many parents. This was a fun avenue in which to
learn the alphabet. If anyone has any photographs,
I would love to see them!
We had Cultural Arts on Thursday. The chi ldren
enjoy this additional class. They were exposed to
clay! This year ' s theme is focusing on art through
the ages.

January 12
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January 19
January 26
February 2
February 9
February 16
February 23
March 2
March 9
March 16
March 30
April 6
April 13
April 20
April 27
May 4
May 1 1
May 18

Next week we wi l l dismiss school on Wednesd ay
at 10: 30, Lunch wi ll not be served. We wi l l dismiss
out front as usual. If your child wi ll not be goi ng
home at 10: 30 due to needing to ride the bus at
11:00, please send back the note from the folder
so that I wi l l be i nformed. Thank you.
Please be sure to return your notes regarding the
luncheon on Tuesday. I would like for the food
items to be sent to school by Monday morni ng for
preparation of the meal. We wi l l be cooki ng up a
storm on Monday and Tuesday!
The luncheon wi ll take place i n our classroom.
Please come to the room between 11:10 and 11: 15.
We should be fi nished in about 30-40 minutes if
you are com i ng duri ng your lunch break. I wi l l
need for the chi ldren to purchase their own milk
on Tuesday . Please send i n milk money ($.35) on
Tuesday morni ng.
The guinea pig is ava i lable to the first responder
for a Thanksgiving visit. Please let me know if you
would like a visitor. She could go home with you on
Tuesday or Wednesday next week. S he is easy to
care for and the chi ldren love her. I have never
seen a more loved pet!!I
Just a remi nder ... If you have not returned your
grade cards, please do so promptly. I sti l l have
several that have not come back.
We are learning several new Thanksgiving songs.
Here is one we rea I ly I i ke:
Thanksgiving Day Thanks (Tune-Farmer in the
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De l l)
Thanksgiving Day is here,
Thanksgiving Day is here,
Let· s all give thanks for what we have,
Thanksgiving Day is here!
For our Moms and Dads ,
For our fam i l ies,
Let ' s all give thanks for what we have,
Thanksgiving Day is here!
For a l l the flowers and trees,
For al l the birds and bees,
Let ' s al l give thanks for what we have,
Thanksgiving Day is here!
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Science Units:
Characteristi� of Living Things
The Human Body
The F.arth and Sky
Simple Machines: Pushes and Pulls
Matter
Energy: Light, Heat, and Sound

Social Studies:
Who I Am
Where I Live
How I Live
Whal I Do to Stay Safe and Happy
When I Move From Pl.ace to Pl.ace
Why I Protect the F.arth

Language Arts:
Llkene.,s/Differences in Objects
Claclsification
Name W riling and Recognition
Phonemic Awareness
Asks/ Answers Questions
Left to Right Progression
Descriptions and Observations
Auditory and Visual Discrimination
Predicts Outcomes
Understands Main Idea
Repeats Verses for Memory

Mathematics:
Sortin�Comparisons/Attributes
Position and Classification
Patterns
&timation
Numeration
Geometry: Solids and Shapes
Data Organization
Measurement
Time and Money
Addition and Subtraction

Health:
Five Semes
Healthy Habits
Nutuition
Our Community
Pollution
Family Structure & Relationships
Feelings
Safety Rules

Back to main pgqc
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Our Arctic Alphabet
llte Arctic .Alphabet Is ill ,tie - crd.- ttlot - study lattes ill c:laa. Olck an a highliglrtacl i.ttv below to fin:! It ill - 11st.
A B. C D HG H.1 J K L M.
H. O f. Q R .S. l U Y. W X Y Z

M j-3 ftrIDP9#, .A - is tt. largut nelCla' of tt. daer fanily. .A male - is called a bull. .A f-'• -• is
c:allcd a cow and a baby - i• c:allcd a calf. .A male - oan •r'4> to 1760p,uds. Ha oan grow so tall '!tat I-is

i.ra-

lhouldrs 1'ha,, a �- .A - has long thin legs, a tiny tail, an -•• -,, and a fw-"Y flap '!tat
laigs f,- l-i1 1troet. Mostly male - grow antlrs. Ea,,:t, yer tt. antlas fall off and ,,_ back ,rud, bigga-. 1'oow
eat fifty p,uds of food a r»f· Nroosa 0111'1 ru, 14> to 3-4 nila an hour. lloo9& c:an Ii.,. to bs ltQ'e 1'ha,, 20 yers in tt.
wild.

av

w. read tt. nory If Vgu &im AMewA Mvtflo La.ro �.
and tt. book WslSMm tottw WPCl4of Moog Oi- s--. w. _. llllffiN and jom fOf' nxk. At a writing
ac:ti'lity, - c:r'Wt.d a ,- sa,,...;o witn tt. .,,,_ ,_,.. "If .,...., ,; .,. a __ a __.•

av

W. 1:r,;iinstOf'noad as a c:laa what - laww abi&st -. The. _.. tt. d-ilchn' s c:onwrcnts and q.asti.w:
.A - walks in tna --,ck at ri,jft.
It sleaps at ri,jft and ltandl 14> to sl-, just lill& a i--.
1 - a fanity of -; it's c:allcd a lwrd.
Is dim- and a - tna ,anoa thing7
.A gr-.., daer is llttlu 1'ha,, a ,_,._ 'Tlwy haws dffvent c:alOf'cd stein.
Dar and - botft ,heel tnlir antlers in tt. wint.,..
Is a t.i,, and a - tna ,anoa thing7
.A t.i,, and a - - tt. - color!
'Mw-1 tna � gats cold - haws fw- lika a c:aat.
Tha .,_ - at tt. Nor,!, Pole oan eat polar t.i,,sl
.A t-,, c:an eat a whole moo-.
Oou a babt ,_,_ haws ,_.. antlers?
Oo baby - haws dffvent colors of coats ,.._ tnay'ra little7
Can a wholo - eat 5!I p,uds of food>
,. _ c:an eat fia
Ooos a - ru, faster tt- a '-•?

Wolves oan eat ,_,._
.A moo• will fi,jft witn a -if.
Wol'i'&I oan bi,jft a -• s antlers.
Tlwy c:an pull raally hard

,__ eat l- and grc.u.
b a - bi!l!JII" tt- a bar7
b a - and o fo,c fria,dy to .-cl, ottw-7
.A -,If =" ua its teatn to rako t+rough a ,_, s antlers.
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Jkbarim:g(1D99Kfmm Al•ta

T ;,wIint:o

n. � Tll'ldra is a �an -d n.n ng bllrc hill. It is an area of 1- flat land witti ,,,, t...s. n. Nat frOfll tha .., is trapped in tha plcints and doesn't go into
tha -th. For lalf of tha ym,- tha _.t1,em part of tha mrth is c:oftS1aTtly fac:i ng tha SA This ruults in alm.,st constant dayli9". l>uri ng 1hs tirna, tha
� worm � sli9"ly. n. _,."' SINNN wi II soft.,, tha L4JPG" IIIIISt layw of tha earth. n. arc i.1- is prnarmrtly froDII. This is mlled penn:rfrost and
ca, go - ni le � fOI' tha l'Cfflliri ng half of tha ycr. ttw nor1'Nrft part of tha _,... is �ly facing -, from tha SA This reailts in allllDst ccnstant
rigktti!N. Olri ng ths ti 119, tha � are -, cold. Sunmr is -, short. r,_. and plants do r,ot ,,_ ,_.., tall � tha roots ca, r,ot pa,etrate tha
prllllfrost.
Aslated li�
OneWI .sp,g,,: An:itis I\1'4"9 bit Donald M. sil_.
Bienaettl1F WpclctI\l'0"9 bit Eli:mt.,t, tr4plan
Lllli:Sl bit Mich.I 6eor-ga
Lllli:Sl bit Oornl Walsh Shlpw-d
ktivity.
n. chilO'WI planted radish _. in a -ii anDffl of toil insida cl_. portion cups wittl lid&. A contiru ng .acnca Jaumal was ll'llintoined illustrati ng tha c:ha,,gas t+iat
oc;arNd _, ti 1111. n. roots from tha radish plants _.. visible along tha sida of tha �
tiny plants � tha -ii sim of tha plants f1Uld in tha
tll'ldra. n. chilO'WI lmrNd t+iat thare is a .i-t growing __, in tha �ic u to tha dinatL In tha winter tha .., chappears bel- tha t-ia.1 fOI" llllft1N. This
is i:.-- tha kctic is tilted --, from tha .., in tha winter. fOI' half of tha ym,- or lllftgll', ---,ttii ng on tha tlnrG is framn solid. In tN SfflNI', it is tilted
t-d tha SA s-tinw is tha land of tha nidri!itt SA In tha SJlmm' tha tlnrG plants appaa- and "4 tha grOlftl for pratw:tion from tha cald wind&.

n..

n. chilO'WI oma-Yed II n,odaJ of prmafrost. Pwllllfrost is an arm irclrgr«nl peMIIIIIWTtly fra_.., Pernafrost -, e,ctw,d ,_.. t+ian 2.000 feet into tha gr!Uld and
it ,--,.. tha ,,.J�- water from 90Glci ng any � into tha gr-,d, Grape Jello - prepared and fra_., in a ci- a.., to � tha prllllfrast. n. _,._.
from tha Jallo upa,,drd crazting a cl'Odad � n. children OCIII'& to tha conduaion t+iat it -,Id la clffia,lt to bald a hcua rood on prnafrostl Chocolate
ic:a CN111111 - placed on top of tha froan Jello to � tha small anDffl of toil _.;ng tha pertl'4froct. Ven Ila ic:a CNll2ffl was placed on top of tha choc:olcrta ic:a
CN111111 to represan- -· n. chilO'WI obeerwd what hoppa,ed as tha .,,_. malted into tha "soil". n. chi lO'WI -ctc:lwd to - what hoppened as tha ic:a CNlllffl malted.
It was an interesting niocal of a clffia,lt �-

°"

f ;s£acfins ftetbecs endfir
TNrc is a special ,- for tha lcind of pl_ .._ an arinm ca, liw. It is mlled tha arill'lll ' s bii.mt, No
IPllttw ....,._ an arill'III Ii-. all arill'llls depald on c,- plants for food. hinals and their haatats fi t
topthr perfectly. n. tlnrG is ,_ grOlftl and las only had - nwJti ng i n r-,.t ycrs. Milli- of ti rds
fly north to 11111- and l"lli• tt.ir Yll'll!f, 5&wral nmrnals li11e in tha tlnrG ycr-rcud. n.. inc:luda nwodow
nic:a (wla). lamin,t, arctic: ..._, and IIU1k o-,, Thick winter c:aats of fir protect tt- nmrnals. l>uri ng
tha spring. ,_,, nmrnals oppear. looking for food. n.
owl and tha ptarnigan winter in tha arc:tie. Thay
stay ..-m bit trappi ng body Nat in a 1hc:k c:aat of outer fcthers. Sunmr is INl't and l!llf'J' birds fly soutl,.
'MWI tha ic:a _.; ng tha lalas and ri-s ,,.Jts, ,_,, fish Min1 ta fresh water ....,._ thay sp-,. Eagla,
pregriN f11I�. grizzly laars and polar bears feal on tha& flsh in tha Sll'lfflUti1111.

-r

Actl'liti1. Blubber � Pl- 2 cups of wlite shomrii ng intida a quirt sim zippered bag. Using � �t sim zippered bag, t\rn it wrong sida out. Slip tha bag t+iat las
bean turned wrang sida out intida tha bag c:antairi ng shomrii� Zip tha two bats --.fully tapther at tha top forni ng a nitt. Place ut tape around tha top edge.
JC,-! tha shorta,ing until It spr--i. out � tha bags in II fhn ta,v on batti sidu. ,i- ic:a albes and -cter in two larg,a buclc.-ts Of' c:ontai,.,.s. Place tha blubtlr
bag on - hand. At tha - tima, dllwg,a tad! hand into ic:a wate-. n. blubbw bag ,..--n tha protec:,ion ft,- tha cold t+iat tha polar t:-,, uper;- u to
blubtlr. n. ottw- hand ...-,ts '- tha lun,i l:,odf responds to cold -cter. Can tha cl ffercncas be felt? Di- ccnc:luaions.
-Fat is II full - for arill'llls. It is used as a po,zl ng OI' a Qlshion ta IJ"ll¥W'f inpy. It Is also a Nat barri• OI' on insilatOI' against tha cold. This is a.. vay
arinals stay _,.""
2. Fi,., Fcthers and nr-Diffw.nt matwials will la � to .....-,t arinals -..i bit -ics, Nelthars, and fir. � a �I zippered bag of ic,a an tha f
Di- tha rcuts. 'Mat is tha rmc:tion to tha colcO Pl«& a layer of f_,._s on tha forear111. ,i- tha zippered bag of ic:a on top of tha feattia-s. Discuss tha
.-Jlts. Conti,.. in tha - ,_.._. witti fir and sequined fabric. Di-- ttw fali ng of coldness. 'M-,id, body _.;ng -,Id prcn,ida tha ll'Ost pNtection from tha
cald and ice, 'M-,id, arill'III slcins protect from cold bit tropp ng air? 'Mat is tha lun,i's protection ogainst tha colcO Di- '- dfferent orinals arv;.,. in thei r
haatat.
* Blrdl u. cboo'I fcthers for inaulation and - tirdl nigr'Clff to _._,. haatats. Fish Nlftlin In tha ..tw, wwd, dDea,'t cnar,gs � IIS ,,.,ch as air dou in
tha winter. Fish in tha Arctic: l'llll9 a substance lika Gl'ltif,_ in their bo6f to IJ"ll¥W" ffmft fr- frea:ing in cald _,..,.,
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Animakofthe Tundn

A ia tac Acctis
It is cold L4) lwrelll The top of tt. -Id is cow:r-ed wiftt ice and .-. The Arctic Ocain --- tt. Nol"th Pole. Alask4 is located in tt. Arctic Circle. It i s ,_,.
,+,a fop of ftta -Id. It is very cold and dirk in tt. wimv. T� _, o-op to !Kl dagrea bal- a-o. The aJlfflW' is just tt. opposi1a of ,+,a wintw. The ui
shinas all ,.� 1...,. Special anirrals liY& in ftta Arend In ftta wim.-, - lllllll'l!lds grow 'thidl fw coats. n- winter coats - oftwn ..,t,it• to t.lp ClllfflllUfloga tt.
anilllll Ggllinst tt. .-. A fttick layw of fut traps warlll1'h and acts as a food source for lean till'd. Mon lirds lligrms to _._,. cliffllffllS.
� IJf Jean Cl'Gi� 6-ga
&:£tisend s'crt9c£tis-E-,-itNu Books

S

ia tac Ssimtitr
'Mlclt is a sciemn? The -ct Sciwntia, � ,,.._ ftta Latin -d Scicntia ..,t,ic:h rrmns lcNwledrj& A Sciema, is a prson i- S'h.du SciWIIC& It _, ba a 11111• or a
t-i. w _.c:h for __,..,ardng of tt. -Id around them n.r. Cll'C dff..- kindl of sciemiSfs but t+.y all hava _...ng in COlfflllft. lnay Cll'C curious. 'Thay
ask lots of cii-ti- and t+.y fry to find -•· Y<aJ _, ba a scilntiSf tool
It was int.-uting ,o ._. tt. d,ilchn � about Sciema,s.
"lnay figi,ra aut _...ng hard. 'Thay fi!P,,l'S M Sfvff. 0.- t+.y find an aninal t+.y ,_ it. 'Thay find M about 9""IM. Ha Sflda
..,, 100Zt.-. n.y studf about t+ta intida of t+ta body. n.y fwd tt. anillllls. n.y ._
,i-. A sc:iema, _.s saema,
gl-. 'Thay plant awt. tNes. A sciemSf wars ct- gt- and tt. .. is goggles. 'Thay � skia. 'Thay � dog, and arts.
'Thay lit. to tell ftta nama of anillllls and figi,. M '- t+.y ara dfing and fry to fi!P-" aut '- to studf an 1t.m lnay put
dffwNnt kindl of ttings togstha-. 'Thay flG" ftta � and ftta blus toptt.r and it bl- 14)1 'Mal ,+,a sciemSf findl dnoaar
banes t+.y laild 1+.111 to tell at kind of d-, it is. •

'° _,.

m
N i.l..fac..tk.tt

9y 1h& rridil• of IM(. ftta - is shining alNSt 20 ._... a cby. It i s too cold fOf' ftta ,_ to mdt, but it is las bittw cold ,ta, i t was. Ncnf birds ti.gin to appear
aftw- spandng ftta wintv in _,.,_ pi- The birds will build a naSf, lay eggs, and roi• tt.ir � The 11111• ,- � ll'llias .,. that no pradiltor gats ,_,. ftta
1-1& 9- is sitting on ftta eggs in tt. n&St to '-" than _,.m.

P iafacMfio
Puffins rrigro1a to _,.,,.,. clilftltas CU"ing tt. wintw. 'Mal tt. -n.r is _,.,_., t+.y co,re o.lftON to lay aggs. This is ftta only tina t+.y � Cl9IOra. Each puffin
pair will ._ _ b:111)- met, ,,_., A puffin mi,, is called a d,ick. The puffin pcnn1'S lring hoona fiih in tt.ir bills to fwd tt.ir d,ick,. The chick ,,_ into a Y'll"9
puffling. Wlfttin 8 �. naiy fly ,,_ ,ta, 1,000 nila. Puffin wings tart � tarts pr lliNtt& 'Thay _, fly as fut as !Kl nilu pr hear. Puffins law ch.ncy
bocia and ihort wings giving 1+.llla c:IUllll'f appear-. In ftta wintw, puffin lalks GN snall• in sim and ciill in color. At tt. lfld of wintw, puffins l!Dlt and ,_
,_,._s grow. Puffi ns - i.rabl• to fly l.ntil tt.ir rtp'-t fmttwrs appaar. In ftta .. ing, puffins hava lri � �Nd le,- and feat, yall- lills, and sparkling
..,t,ita 1- dotted wiftt eyes circled in r.ct. "TNY - oftwn called •- par,-ots".

�
�ii:i!)':':_ . _ : ;,;(>:·'.> ·- h-��\.;;c,;:(�J

!;�!;!:

is ttia ki ng of ,.. Arcti , n. pol• i.ar · s ,_. - - t-- and t+.y - on1y f<aJnd in ttia Ami , Mal• i.ars
· · · ·... -: >' _· "'..'� · · _y\ ara called boars and fenalas GN called -. The babr bmr is called a aA, and i• born blind, dlaf, and halplas. They ope, their
.ya .._ t+.y - 33 days old. Male polar bears ON usally si x-to-eigtrt-1-t tall and _, Wlligh as nu:n as six n,--, GOMts. The
y· .\'
�;;i.:'::-; :/--;_ ·;,j,;7i t-lu - slightly -ti•. Poler baars ON sl- but mang swil'l'ffllr"s. They _, swi111 in ,+,a icy _,.. and t+.y do not hibcn,atc
·
·
' ·"'
· · •. ,_ . in tt. wint.-. All baars haw an axoellem - of -'1 and t+.y
-u. Thlir t--11a clNW" is m and 1+.y
'.. . oftwl hitch a l'ida on tt. ice fl-. A poler bmr _, -'1 a m 20 nila -, or ,.,._ thr.. fat of i- Polar bmrs ere
'.'..ts -,t-,..s - ftta °"'Y _.,. that ct -,ty -,, They _, ct � polnil of food at - ti111& The Arctic fox lika to foll,+,a poler bmr and ct lws or 1w l.t,_.._ -n. fox has to ba �ck and not lat ,+,a baar ct t.111. The polar bmr is protected fron1
1'1-a --tt- !Jf its 'thick fw. The hairs GN holl- and ct- and stick tagsttw- .._ t+.y gat -,, fOf'lling a _,_.� bam.-.
lNir skin is blade to nmcillim _.1111'h ,,.._ ftta u,. 'TNY law non-slcid ..._ to halp tNntgrip ftta i- 'Thay law lftWll claws for
grabbing f+.ir pray. The only ._,, to a poler baar i s tt. boar ..lrus ..,t,ic:h _, Wlligh ,_.. ,ta, a ton. The .slrus is a fut swil'l'ffllr" and _, kill a lair wiftt its
�fat-long ivwy tusks.

;:;):..'. .
; #, ·.Jl!'.".�,.·

· /

_, -and._.

'.:�.:�·>./. :-61�1

fee R11C1 infqrnptj90obmrt pgl9c twar, IPPk lwncfee f:pqtpt lits $AD Kimtifis d9Uifigrtjgnalmecsf

farrnRCCfiM;t•obmrtthe pefgc twaralthe'fS!M djck lwnc:

V ia fee m:!!ib:v:rv

A v.rtaorat• is an anilllll with a badcbona, a r- of bonu, Of' �lags. hi i� is an anirral wii'hcut a baclcbor& 'Ma, .... studf anillllls, - 91'«41 t+.n1
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